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Abstract and summary of recommendations

Abstract and summary of recommendations

Maintaining an energy supply while mini
mising impact on the environment and
climate is one of the greatest social and
scientific challenges of our times. Coal,
oil and natural gas have to replaced by
CO2-neutral fuels and valuable products
if the effects of climate change are to be
mitigated. There is one important prere
quisite: renewable energy carriers can
only contribute to climate protection if
they can be produced sustainably.
Artificial photosynthesis is one
possible approach. Photosynthesis is a
process which produces chemical energy
carriers and organic valuable products
using sunlight as the sole energy source.
In biological photosynthesis, plants, al
gae and bacteria use the energy from the
sunlight to produce biomass from carbon
dioxide and water, while artificial photo
synthesis yields products such as hydro
gen, carbon monoxide, methane, metha
nol or ammonia, as well as more complex
substances, capable of replacing fossil
fuels and resources. These energy-rich
substances can be transported, stored
and subsequently used in the energy and
resource system. Successful use of artifi
cial photosynthesis on a large scale would
bring about a considerable reduction in
anthropogenic CO2 emissions since fewer
fossil resources would have to be extract
ed and combusted.
Solar production of fuels and valua
ble products from the limitless supplies of
water and air components (CO2 and nitro
gen) can thus make a contribution to the
energy transition and climate protection.
There are various fields of research and
technological developments in this con

text but the focus of the present study is
on artificial photosynthesis:
•

•

•

•

Modified biological photosynthesis: fuels and valuable products are
produced by genetically engineered
photosynthetic microorganisms. This
approach is particularly suitable for
producing relatively complex sub
stances such as carboxylic acids. This
technology does not take the round
about route via biomass, which is a cen
tral feature of the now well established
production of biofuels or biopolymers
from maize or other energy crops.
Combining biological and nonbiological components to create
hybrid systems: This makes use of
renewably generated electricity for the
electrolytic production of hydrogen
and carbon monoxide which are con
verted into fuels and valuable products
by microorganisms in bioreactors.
Power-to-X technologies: These
processes use electricity from renewa
ble sources off the grid for the electro
chemical synthesis of fuels or valuable
products. These include, for instance,
hydrogen, ethylene or, in multistage
processes, methane (natural gas), alco
hols or hydrocarbon-based plastics.
Artificial photosynthesis: solar en
ergy is converted with the assistance
of catalytic processes and used for pro
ducing fuels and valuable products.
Production takes place in completely
integrated systems such as for example
"artificial leaves" or by directly combin
ing photovoltaic and electrolysis sys
tems. The advantage of this approach
is that the substances produced can be
stored, stockpiled and transported.

Abstract and summary of recommendations

The scientific basis for artificial photo
synthesis has been thoroughly investigat
ed over the last two decades. Building on
these foundations, highly promising test
systems have already been developed in
German and international projects which
have primarily investigated and optimised
sub-reactions of the overall process
es. Various fuels and valuable products
can now successfully be produced using
sunlight as the sole energy source while
completely dispensing with fossil starting
materials. While the first relatively large
power-to-X plants have already begun
test operation, artificial photosynthesis in
contrast still largely remains at the level
of basic research. Suitable systems are so
far still at the laboratory prototype stage
which means that a reliable cost-benefit
analysis and an economically justifiable
outlook for the future are as yet not pos
sible.
The progress which has been made
in recent years means that large-scale
industrial production of "solar fuels and
valuable products" is now entering the
realm of the possible. Industry experts
see scalability of the existing approaches
as being the essential challenge. Inter
faces and connection points to existing
technologies, for example for efficiently
combining photovoltaic and electrolysis
systems, are becoming apparent. Howev
er, large-scale industrial use of artificial
photosynthesis and an associated move
away from a fossil energy supply can only
be successful if the opportunities and
challenges presented by this new tech
nology are widely debated across society
from an early stage.

Recommendations by the
Academies
The fuels and valuable products produced
by artificial photosynthesis can help to re
place fossil resources in future. Artificial
photosynthesis can make a major contri

bution to making the energy transition a
reality. The following recommendations
from the German Academies of Sciences
to the worlds of politics, science and busi
ness and to society as a whole suggest how
this might be achieved:

1: Inclusion of new technologies for sustainable production of fuels and valuable products in future scenarios
If energy supply needs in the year 2050
are to be met entirely or at least largely
without fossil fuels, wind and solar sys
tems will play a central role, but their
output varies. The energy supply could be
secured if large quantities of fluctuating
solar and wind energy were stored for an
extended period in the form of non-fossil
fuels (chemical energy storage). Artificial
photosynthesis offers a further method for
also obtaining chemical valuable products
from the limitless supplies of air compo
nents (CO2 and nitrogen) and water using
renewable energy sources. Solar produc
tion of fuels and valuable products from
water and CO2 should therefore in future
be included to a greater extent in nation
al and global plans for energy production
and climate protection.

2: Continuation of wide-ranging basic
research
In Germany, research into the sustain
able production of fuels and valuable
products is taking place in numerous in
dividual projects and interdisciplinary
research groups. Depending on the pro
ject, researchers are addressing different
issues, for example investigating new
light absorbers and developing catalysts
and processes in synthetic biology. Other
projects, for instance, are researching how
CO2 can be used for producing plastics,
how pilot plants might be constructed
and controlled or how sustainable mate
rials cycles can be economically modelled.
This diversity makes sense and should be
retained. Basic research could in this way
enable "game-changing" scientific and
technical innovations.
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3: Stronger coordination between basic
and industrial research
If fuels and valuable products are to be
produced sustainably using artificial pho
tosynthesis technologies, research and
development projects will have to be bet
ter coordinated and interlinked. Such co
ordination could be provided by existing
bodies such as the collaborative research
projects organised by the Federal Minis
tries, excellence clusters or research cen
tres, for instance along the same lines as
the "Kopernikus" energy transition pro
jects. Since it remains unclear how largescale industrial systems can be optimally
planned and set up, industrial research
teams should also be involved in this
process from an early stage. Only in this
way will it be possible to identify clear
economic prospects for the production
of non-fossil fuels and valuable products
while taking account of societal and legis
lative constraints.

4: Focus on systems integration and
evaluation of the cost benefits of highly
integrated artificial photosynthesis
systems
Artificial photosynthesis technologies
are the link between the conversion of
solar energy and the production of fuels
and valuable products. Integration in a
device or compact system could make it
possible to produce the substances more
efficiently and cost-effectively. Numer
ous individual components for artificial
photosynthesis, some of which already
perform very well, are already known
and have been thoroughly investigated
in the laboratory. Nevertheless, research
and development of these systems is still
at an early stage. Above all, it is unclear
how key individual processes can be sen
sibly combined and integrated into the
overall system. Power-to-X technologies
are based on the same key chemical pro
cesses, but use electricity from the power
grid as their energy source. The technical
implementation of power-to-X has been
more thoroughly researched than has the

application of artificial photosynthesis. In
order to investigate how and where artifi
cial photosynthesis might be a meaningful
complement or alternative to power-to-X
technologies, the Academies recommend
an approximately ten year research and
development phase for integrated labora
tory systems and pilot plants, followed by
a critical evaluation.

5: Evaluation of the potential of artificial
photosynthesis
There are scientific, technological, eco
nomic, ethical and societal dimensions to
the reorganisation of the energy and re
source system. It will require a wide-rang
ing discussion between scientists, engi
neers, economists and social scientists
and representatives from industry. The
goal is to make a realistic assessment of
the potential of artificial photosynthesis in
terms of scalability, energy efficiency, pro
cess engineering and costs before promis
ing approaches are further developed for
large-scale industrial application. In the
light of intense international competition
and the seriousness of the aim, this assess
ment should be carried out with care to
make sure that highly promising research
and development projects are not prema
turely brought to an end.

6: Intense dialogue within society about
artificial photosynthesis in the context
of the energy transition
The transformation of the energy system
into a system based on renewable energy
concerns every group in society. There
fore, citizens should early be made aware
of this new technology which, in the longterm, could replace fossil energy carriers.
Obtaining "renewable" fuels and valua
ble products by artificial photosynthesis
plays a major role in this context. Given
the current early stage of development of
artificial photosynthesis, there is a need
for this technology to be discussed ob
jectively, transparently and without any
preconceptions. It is particularly impor
tant to provide information about aspects

Abstract and summary of recommendations

such as security of supply, the availability
of natural resources and climate impact.
There is a need not only for communica
tion of the scientific and technical princi
ples and current research results but also
for a clear explanation of the economic
and environmental interrelationships. In
formation communicated via media chan
nels can be helpful in raising the profile of
this issue in society as a whole. In addition
to the media, scientists, together with oth
er stakeholders, will in future also have to
maintain stronger direct contact with civil
society organisations. If the public is in
volved in decision-making processes from
an early stage, it will be possible to clari
fy the conditions which have to be met to
ensure acceptance of these new technolo
gies. The Academies can helpfully assist
this social dialogue by providing discus
sion fora and exchange platforms.
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1. Introduction

Securing a sustainable energy supply is
one of the central challenges facing science
and technology. Today, wind and solar en
ergy are already being used for generating
power, and the development of technolo
gies for efficiently and affordably storing
the energy from sunlight will in future very
probably become more significant. Plants
and phototrophic microorganisms have
mastered this conversion via biological
photosynthesis, in which carbohydrates
are obtained from water (H2O) and carbon
dioxide (CO2) by means of sunlight. Mo
lecular oxygen (O2) is here liberated into
the atmosphere as a secondary product.
The goal of this position paper is
to explain developments in artificial pho
tosynthesis technologies for the produc
tion of fuels and valuable products. These
are, in principle, even on a large industri
al scale, an alternative to the use of fossil
fuels and can therefore, in the long term,
make a significant and sustainable contri
bution to mitigating the effects of climate
issues. The starting point of the analysis is
biological photosynthesis, in which, with
the assistance of sunlight and the release
of oxygen, organisms split water and then
convert CO2 into biomass. Modifications to
biological processes are initially discussed
and then hybrid systems which combine
natural and synthetic components are
considered. This position paper above
all focuses on photochemical processes
which are inspired by nature and primari
ly consist of synthetic components. These
systems are known as "artificial photo
synthesis"1 the primary goal of which is

to use solar energy for the climate-neutral
production of fuels and chemical products
from readily available starting materials
(water, carbon dioxide and nitrogen).2
The idea of using sunlight directly
instead of fossil resources and catalytical
ly converting carbon dioxide is not in any
way new.3 "Artificial photosynthesis" has
in preceding years already been examined
by various international organisations and
generally evaluated as highly promising,
for instance by the Royal Society of Chem
istry4, the European chemical sciences or
ganisation EuCheMS5 and the European
Commission6. The present position paper
updates and supplements publications by
the Academies on related topics, includ
ing Biotechnological energy conversion
(2012)7, Bioenergy: possibilities and limits (2012)8 and Jointly shaping technology. Early public involvement based on
the example of artificial photosynthesis
(2016)9. The Academies' position paper
"Combining sectors – options for the next
phase in the energy transition" (2017)10
sets out major considerations on this issue
with regard to the energy transition.
2 This position paper does not address the conversion of
biomass into bioenergy, which was the subject matter
of earlier studies by the Academies (acatech 2012a,
German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina
2013) and is again being tackled in the Academies' ESYS
project (https://energiesysteme-zukunft.de/projekt/
arbeitsgruppen/).
3 Ciamician 1912.
4 The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012.
5 European Association of Chemical and Molecular
Sciences (EuCheMS) 2016.
6 Directorate-General of Research and Innovation (Euro
pean Commission) 2016.
7 acatech (ed.) 2012a.
8 German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina
2013.

1 German makes use of the term "Künstliche Photosyn
these".

9 acatech 2016.
10 acatech et al. 2017.
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Definition: artificial photosynthesis
Artificial photosynthesis serves to produce chemical energy carriers and valuable products
using sunlight as the sole energy source in integrated apparatuses and systems. The particular
strength of this approach lies in the provision of renewable energy stored in material form
which can be stockpiled and transported. This is achieved by mimicking a central principle of
the biological model: combining light-induced charge separation with catalytic processes for
the production of energy-rich compounds.

1.1 Move away from fossil
resources and global
changeover to a CO2-neutral
energy supply
Between 1973 and 2014, the annu
al world energy demand doubled from
4,661 million tonnes of oil equivalent to
9,425 million tonnes11 and is expected to
double again by 2050. Rising energy de
mand has previously mainly been met by
an expansion in the use of fossil fuels, i.e.
oil, natural gas and coal. Use of non-fos
sil energy resources (hydroelectric pow
er, nuclear energy, wind/solar electricity,
bioenergy and other renewable energies)
is, however, also growing strongly world
wide and now accounts for 14 per cent
of total consumption worldwide (see fig
ure 1-1 A). In addition to being used as
fuels, oil and natural gas are in particular
also used as starting compounds in the
chemicals industry for producing valua
ble products such as polymers or fertiliz
ers. However, in comparison with energy
use (combustion), which constitutes 97
per cent of fossil energy carrier consump
tion, this proportion is very small (see
figure 1-1 B).
While the availability of oil and natural
gas beyond 2050 can be predicted only
with difficulty, it may relatively reliably
be assumed that coal extraction could
meet humanity's energy demand for

some centuries.12 Consequently, a gen
eral move away from using fossil fuels
during the 21st century is not absolute
ly necessary due to exhaustion of their
sources. However, unpredictable trends
in prices, inadequate security of supply
in the event of unfavourable geopolitical
developments and ecotoxicological con
sequences (for example airways diseas
es due to nitrogen oxides, carcinogenic
aerosols, exposure to fine particulates
etc.) are significant risk factors which are
linked to the use of fossil fuels and the
associated emissions.
Coal (30%)

Oil (33%)

Other (geothermal,
solar, wind etc.) (2%)
Nuclear energy (4%)

Natural gas (24%)

Water (7%)

Figure 1-1 A: World supply of commercially traded
energy carriers for 2016. At present fossil energy carriers
(oil, natural gas and coal) provide more than 85 per cent
of the world's primary energy supply.13

12 Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources
(BGR) 2016, p. 91.
11 International Energy Agency 2016, p. 28.

13 BP 2017, p. 9.
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rise in temperatures (see figure 1-2).16 This
climate change is a genuine danger with
serious local and global impacts, including
environmental, economic and humanitari
an disasters.

Oil

The link between CO2 emissions
from anthropogenic processes and the re
sultant climate change is today also large
ly accepted worldwide at a political level.
This acceptance found its expression in
the Paris Agreement, which came into
force on 4 November 2016 and sets goals
for reducing CO2 emissions.17

Coal

Natural gas

Water

1.2 Energy supply in Germany

Nuclear energy
Other

3%

Chemistry

97%
Energy

Figure 1-1 B: Worldwide, only 3 per cent of fossil fuels are
used for direct conversion into valuable products in the
chemicals industry while the remainder of these fossil
resources formed over millions of years is burnt.14

The most important reason for moving
away from using fossil energy carriers
is today considered to be climate issues.
Burning fossil energy carriers is associ
ated with huge emissions of CO2 into the
world's atmosphere,15 which are consid
ered to be the primary cause of global cli
mate change. According to current science
and research, there is a causal link between
the rise in CO2 content in the atmosphere
caused by burning fossil fuels and a global

14 Seitz 2013, p. 23.
15 International Energy Agency 2016 for numerical values.

The Paris Agreement provides for the
avoidance of any net anthropogenic CO2
emissions in the second half of this cen
tury in order to keep the average increase
in global temperature to well below 2 de
grees Celsius. Industrialised nations such
as Germany are intended to achieve such
"CO2 neutrality" sooner than are current
emerging and developing countries. The
German government's "Climate Protec
tion Plan 2050"18 is guided by this mission
statement and sets the goal of Germany
being largely neutral in greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050.

16 A detailed scientific assessment of the extensive data set
relating to climate change has been carried out under
the auspices of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC). In addition to CO2, further "greenhouse
gases" are contributing to global climate change. Their
contribution is, however, smaller overall and in part
likewise associated with the use of fossil fuels, such as
for example methane emissions from the extraction
and transport of oil and natural gas or the formation of
nitrogen oxides from burning fossil fuels. Cf. Intergov
ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2014.
17 "In order to achieve the long-term temperature goal
of holding the increase in the global average tempera
ture to well below 2°C, Parties aim to undertake rapid
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions in accordance
with best available science, so as to achieve a balance
between anthropogenic emissions by sources and
removals by sinks of greenhouse gases in the second
half of the 21st century." Cf. Paris Agreement, cited from
European Commission 2017.
18 Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conser
vation, Construction and Nuclear Safety (BMUB) 2016.
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Expected
global warming
to 2100

200
Worldwide greenhouse gas emissions
(in gigatonnes CO2 equivalents)
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150
above +3°C
100
approx.
+3 to 4°C

50

approx. + 2°C
0

approx. + 1.5°C

No change in global energy system

current
policy

implementation of
already set climate
goals

emissions
for the
"2° goal"

2100

2090

2080

2070

2060

2050

2040

2030

2020

2010

2000

1990

-50

max. emissions
for "1.5° goal"

Figure 1-2: Alternative scenarios for net CO2 emissions up to year 2100. Implementation of climate goals which have
already been set (in particular by the Paris Agreement) makes it 80 per cent probable that the increase in global
temperature will be held below 2 degrees Celsius.19

In particular the government will
endeavour to ensure that by 2050 the use
of fossil fuels in Germany is the exception.
In the light of the level of Germany's pri
mary energy consumption (sum of all en
ergy carriers used for heating, industrial
production, transport, agriculture etc.)
this is a necessary goal which will demand
significant effort.19
As in the past, primary energy con
sumption in Germany is primarily met
by fossil energy carriers, accounting for
80 per cent in 2015 (see figure 1-3, left).
Taking electricity in isolation, there has
been a considerable increase in provision
by renewable energies in particular over
the last ten years. Above all, an expan
sion in photovoltaics, wind power and
bioenergy for electricity generation in
Germany has led to a continuous rise in
the production of "renewable electricity",
which now (2016) accounts for over 30
per cent of annual electricity output. In
19 After http://climateactiontracker.org/global.html.

a highly populated industrial nation, this
extraordinary development supported by
a legal framework (Germany's Renewa
ble Energy Sources Act (EEG)) has also
attracted much attention international
ly and serves as a model for the world.
The public perception of the significance
of electricity generation by wind, water
and sun is, however, often overestimat
ed: the high proportion of these renew
able energy sources relates only to the
electricity sector, but not to transport
fuels and heating, which means that it
only accounts for 4 per cent of Germany's
overall primary energy consumption (see
figure 1-3, right).
In future, the majority of electricity
will probably be provided by wind power
and photovoltaics (PV). There is a need for
easily storable energy carriers so that even
a gap of several weeks with little wind and
sunshine can be bridged. Over half of the
renewable energy sources currently in use
are based on the conversion of biomass,
with the combustion of wood continuing

12
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Lignite (11.4%)
Coal (12.2%)

Solar thermal energy (0.2%)

Geothermal energy (0.07%)
Photovoltaics (1.0%)

Nuclear energy (6.9%)
Other (0.3%)

Heat pumps (0.3%)
Hydroelectric power
(0.6%)

Primary energy
consumption
in Germany

Renewables (12.6%)

Wind power (2.1%)
Natural gas (22.7%)

Waste/landfill gas (1.0%)

Petroleum (34.0%)
Solid/gaseous biomass (6.4%)

Biofuels (0.9%)

Figure 1-3: Primary energy consumption in Germany by type of generation.
Currently, 12.6 per cent of total German energy consumption originates from renewable sources.20

to make a major contribution. Biomass is
the direct product of biological photosyn
thesis. Any further expansion of bioenergy
in Germany is limited by various factors:
low efficiency of photosynthetic energy
conversion by crop plants, limited availa
bility of usable agricultural land and un
favourable life cycle assessments together
with a desire to achieve autonomy in the
supply of agricultural products, which
already requires feedstuffs imports from
third countries.2021
A bundle of measures and develop
ments will very probably be required to
check the use of fossil fuels and achieve the
CO2 goals set for Germany. Energy econo
mies and replacing fossil fuels with further
developed renewable electrical energy will
be able to make a significant contribution
to reducing CO2 discharges. As this posi
tion paper will demonstrate below, fuels

and valuable products produced with the
assistance of renewable energy sources
could replace fossil resources and thus,
quite possibly from 2030, make a signifi
cant contribution to resolving energy and
climate issues. This approach would per
mit the storage of fluctuating solar energy
on a large scale as fuels and raw materials
such as hydrogen, methanol or ammonia
reach energy densities unachievable for
example in battery storage22 (see box).
Moreover, substances such as methane or
methanol are relatively simple to include
in existing energy and valuable material
systems, on both the energy supply side
and consumption side.

20 Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy, 2017.
21 German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina 2013.

22 Nocera 2009.
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Comparison of energy storage densities
Fuels such as coal, petrol, propane, methane or hydrogen store energy which is liberated
again on combustion. This energy can be stated in quantity terms as net calorific value23 in relation to either the weight (in kilograms) or volume of the substance (in litres or cubic metres)
(see table 1-1). Conventional fossil fuels such as petrol and diesel are characterised by a high
energy density in terms both of volume (per litre) and of weight (per kilogram). The storage
density of gases such as methane or hydrogen is particularly high relative to the weight thereof (per kilogram). The necessary storage or tank volume, however, depends on the pressure
of the gas (for example 200 bar in a present day car gas tank) or whether it is stored in liquid
form at low temperatures. Hydrogen in particular has excellent storage density per kilogram,
but the volume required for storage at the current pressure of 200 bar is comparatively high.
Table 1-1:24 Energy storage density for various fuels and comparison with storage battery. The numerical
values relate solely to the fuel and do not include the volume and weight of the storage vessel (tank). The reference quantity stated is in each case the fuel required to heat 10 litres of tap water to boiling point (heating
from 15°C to 100°C), which corresponds to an energy requirement of around 1 kWh.

Energy per unit weight
(per kilogram)

Energy per unit volume
(per litre)

Energy or
net calorific
value
per kilogram

Weight for
boiling 10
litres
of water

Energy or
net calorific
value
per litre

Volume for
boiling 10
litres
of water

12.5 kWh

80 g

9.2 kWh

0.1 L

Methane (natural gas)
– 200 bar pressure tank

14 kWh

70 g

2.2 kWh

0.5 L

Hydrogen
– liquid gas tank

33 kWh

30 g

2.4 kWh

0.4 L

Hydrogen
– 200 bar pressure tank

33 kWh

30 g

0.6 kWh

1.7 L

High performance
battery cell25

0.25 kWh

4,000 g

0.7 kWh

1.4 L

Energy stored by:
Petrol

232425

23 "Gross calorific value" is sometimes used instead of "net calorific value". The former also takes account, in addition to the
energy released directly during the combustion process, of the thermal energy of the hot combustion products, in particu
lar water and CO2. The gross calorific value is thus always larger than the net calorific value, usually by approx. 10 per cent.
24 Data from various sources, compiled by H. Dau.
25 No technology-independent values could be stated for electrical battery storage. The values stated here relate to specific,
particularly high-performance battery cells (24 cm3 cells, Tesla model 2170), without taking account of the weight or
space required for arranging and controlling the temperature of for example 3,000 to 5,000 such cells in a car.
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1.3 Biological photosynthesis
In natural photosynthesis, sunlight serves
as the energy source for splitting water
(H2O) and converting atmospheric carbon
dioxide (CO2, 0.04 percent by volume)
into biomolecules, for example into car
bohydrates ([CH2O]n) (see figure 1-4).
Some 3 billion years ago biological
photosynthesis began to develop starting
from bacteria and leading to the formation
of chloroplasts in higher organisms such
as algae and plants. This system which has
developed by evolution is very capable of
meeting the requirements of biological
functions but has its limits in (bio)techno
logical applications (see section 2.1). Bio
logical photosynthesis converts incident
sunlight into biomass at an efficiency of

less than 1 per cent.26 At an efficiency of
0.7 per cent, a net amount of some 7 kWh
of solar energy per m2 averaged over the
year can be captured by biological photo
synthesis in Germany. Germany's entire
area of agricultural land (167,000 km2)
thus captures less than 1,200 billion kWh
per year in biomass, which corresponds to
around 30 per cent of Germany's primary
energy consumption of 3,750 billion kWh
per year. Since only a proportion of the
biomass is technically usable, a multiple of
Germany's total area would be required to
meet its national primary energy require
ment by biological photosynthesis.
Biological photosynthesis is now
well understood biochemically, structural
ly and functionally.2728 The process proceeds
in two spatially and temporally tightly co

350 million years
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B io
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Figure 1-4: Biological photosynthesis in the global carbon cycle. Globally, biological photosynthesis by bacteria, algae
and plants converts a net amount of approx. 450 gigatonnes of CO2 into biomass each year (green arrow on the left).
This corresponds to around 95 per cent of natural CO2 emissions (blue arrow on the right). The missing 5 per cent
to achieve equilibrium is converted into biomass via non-photosynthetic biological processes (thin arrow, centre).
In addition to natural CO2 emissions, humanity is responsible for around 32 gigatonnes of CO2 per year from the
combustion of fossil fuels (grey arrow on the right), some of which remains in the atmosphere, thus raising the CO2
concentration28 (diagram: T. Erb).

26 German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina
2013, p. 24.
27 Blankenship 2014, Umena et al. 2011.
28 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
2013, p. 471.
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CO2

A

Biological
photosynthesis

Sun

4. Conversion of CO2 into
organic compounds or
cellular building blocks

Calvin
cycle

[CH2O]n
H2O

1. Light absorption

Light-harvesting complexes/chlorophylls
Membrane

Watersplitting
complex

2. Charge separation

NADPH

½ O2 + 2 H+
3. Water oxidation

B

Artificial
photosynthetic system

Sun

1. Light absorption
2. Charge separation
Dye molecules/semiconductor materials

H2O
Oxidation
catalyst

½ O2 + 2 H+
3. Water oxidation

H2, CH4, NH3 etc.
Reduction
catalyst

H+, CO2, N2 etc.
4. Conversion of simple
starting materials into higher
energy compounds

Figure 1-5: Biological photosynthesis (A) and artificial photosynthetic system (B). Sunlight induces charge separation
(2) via chlorophyll molecules (A) or via light-absorbing materials or dye molecules (B). This is combined with water
splitting (water oxidation) (3). In the case of biological photosynthesis, the electrons and protons from water splitting
are used in the reduction of carbon dioxide and thus in the synthesis of biomass (A) while in the case of artificial photosynthesis they are used in the production of higher value, reduced compounds from simple precursor molecules
(B). These are higher energy compounds which can be used as fuels and valuable products (4) (diagram: T. Erb).

ordinated sub-stages: the light reaction and
the dark reaction. During the multistage
light reaction, the energy from sunlight is
absorbed and then used to split water and
provide electrons (reducing equivalents)
from this reaction. The likewise multistage
dark reaction utilizes this chemical energy

to convert CO2 into biomolecules (see fig
ure 1-5 A, right). Biological photosynthesis
is a complex catalytic process involving
more than thirty protein components with
numerous metal centres, cofactors and pig
ments (chlorophylls and carotenoids) for
light absorption and energy conversion.
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Elucidation of the individual mo
lecular steps involved in biological pho
tosynthesis inspired the development of
artificial photosynthesis systems. Con
ceptually, both biological and artificial
photosynthesis systems can be reduced to
common basic processes (see figure 1-5 A
and B). The mode of action of biological
photosynthesis is in principle also repro
duced in artificial systems, but their tech
nical implementation does, however, in
part differ significantly from the biological
model (see section 2.3).

1.4 Artificial photosynthesis
Artificial photosynthesis serves to pro
duce chemical energy carriers and valu
able products using sunlight as the sole
energy source. The particular strength
of the system is that it provides renew
able energy stored in material form. It is
not expedient in this context to attempt
to "replicate" the huge complexity of the
biological machinery. It also unnecessary
to do so since many alternative materials
and production methods which biologi
cal cells do not have at their disposal are
available to science and engineering for
artificial photosynthesis.
In recent decades, many and var
ied approaches have been developed for
storing solar energy in material (chemi
cal) form, the majority of which follow the
general concept for artificial photosynthe
sis shown in figure 1-5 B. In a first step,
absorption of visible light leads to charge
separation. The resultant negative charges
(electrons) are used to form energy-rich
compounds such as hydrogen, methanol
or ammonia from precursors such as wa
ter, carbon dioxide or nitrogen. These are
processes involving complex mechanisms
for which catalysts are required. On the
other hand, the light-driven reaction re
sults in an accumulation of positive charg
es (electron holes). There is only one fea
sible way of refilling these holes on a large

industrial scale: since no other oxidisable
compound is present in sufficient quantity
overall, it is necessary, as in the biological
process, to master the oxidation of water
to oxygen, for which purpose catalysts are
again necessary.
The wide variety of systems for
storing solar energy in material form may
in principle be differentiated into two ap
proaches, it being as yet unclear which
will be implemented industrially:
• Direct approaches: Light absorp
tion, primary charge separation and
material reactions here proceed in in
tegrated manner in a single object, for
example in "artificial leaves" in which
the catalysts for producing the valua
ble products and for oxidizing water
are applied directly onto the semicon
ductors of a "solar cell".29
• Multistage approaches: While the
individual steps do indeed proceed at
a common location, in a large scale in
dustrial plant, they are spatially sepa
rated, for example by combining con
ventional solar cell technology with
electrolysers.
The resultant products are either
used directly (for example hydrogen as a
fuel) or, in combination with downstream
reactions, are converted into energy carri
ers such as methane, methanol or formic
acid (figure 1-6). Industrial and biological
systems can also be combined into multi
stage "hybrid systems" in order to obtain
higher value products. One example of
this is obtaining isopropanol bioelectro
chemically from hydrogen and oxygen
produced using solar energy by reducing
CO2 with the assistance of hydrogen oxi
dizing bacteria.30

29 Marshall 2014.
30 Torella et al. 2015.
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Figure 1-6: Possible role of artificial photosynthesis in the global energy and natural resource system.
A number of fuels and resources such as hydrogen, ethylene, methane or also ammonia are directly obtainable
(green arrows) by means of various direct and multistage approaches to artificial photosynthesis. These products
can then be directly used, stored or input, using well-established processes, into the energy and natural resource
system (grey arrows). The feature common to all routes is that they all start from sunlight, water and CO2. It is vital
to ensure that, despite the use of carbon-containing compounds, which is advantageous for many applications, a
carbon cycle is created so that an overall completely CO2-neutral material balance is obtained (diagram: R. van de
Krol and Ph. Kurz31).

Whatever form artificial photosyn
thesis may take, its products have to fit in
with the global energy and resource sys
tem (figure 1-6).31

Interim conclusion:
Using direct or multistage artificial pho
tosynthesis pathways, it could in the long
term become possible to produce most
fuels and valuable products on a large scale
from non-fossil starting materials (in par
ticular CO2) by means of solar energy. Arti
ficial photosynthesis here differs in several
central points from the generation of solar
31 After van de Krol/Parkinson 2017.

electricity by means of photovoltaics (which
is already carried out on a large scale; see
table 1-2). Unlike photovoltaics (which is
already carried out on a large scale), arti
ficial photosynthesis is still largely at the
basic research stage. The results to date,
however, have shown on the basis of pilot
projects that artificial photosynthesis could
in principle make a major contribution to
sustainably supplying society with various
fuels and valuable products. Developing
and evaluating such reaction systems is
therefore viewed as a central scientific and
technological challenge worldwide and
work is being intensified accordingly.
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1.5 Preview of the following
section in the position paper
Section 2 below explains the state of re
search into solar production of fuels and
valuable products and discusses the re
sultant challenges facing practical im
plementation of the systems in question
on a large industrial scale. In addition to
artificial photosynthesis, which is the pri

mary focus of this position paper, section
2.1 also describes progress with regard to
increasing yields in biological photosyn
thesis, primarily by genetic modification,
for the direct production of fuels and valu
able products. Advantages and drawbacks
of the biological system are explained and
new hybrid approaches, which combine
biological components with electrochem
ical modules, are presented.

Table 1-2: Comparison of solar electricity/photovoltaics and artificial photosynthesis.

Energy
conversion

Energy
storage

Energy
transport

Solar electricity/photovoltaics

Artificial photosynthesis

Solar energy 3 electricity

Solar energy 3 fuels and valuable products

Market-ready technologies: silicon solar Major need for development: photoprocescells, dye-sensitised solar cells, voltage ses, catalysts for high synthesis specificity
converters, grid feed-in
and efficiency, equipment and systems
integration
Electricity storage entails major additional costs

Energy stored in non-fossil fuels or valuable
products

Various types of battery for storing
electrical energy in existence, greater
capacity and materials development
still necessary

Various tank types for storing gaseous and
liquid fuels and valuable products are in
existence

Due to low energy storage density (high
weight and bulk), currently primarily
used for small-scale (mobile electronics) and medium-scale (cars, domestic
PV systems) applications; cost reductions are enabling initial large-scale use
in the MWh range

Thanks to high energy storage density,
readily usable in medium-scale (cars, trucks)
and large-scale (GWh range, stockpiling for
national demand over months) applications

High energy efficiency (low energy
losses)

Energy efficiency achievable in practice still
unclear, but tends to be lower than with
electrical energy storage in batteries

Complete replacement of fossil fuels
problematic (aircraft and shipping traffic, petrochemicals)

Potential for complete replacement of fossil
fuels and resources in all fields

Technological feasibility unclear for battery storage of large volumes of electrical energy (storage via pumped-storage
power station is, however, possible and
power-to-X option)

No fundamental technological problems
(similar storage and safety technologies as
for fossil fuels; optimisation required for
hydrogen)

Electrical line systems

Gas and liquid fuel lines (pipelines), goods
transport (tanker trucks, cargo ships)

Mature technologies (optimisation required for long-distance transport and
"smart power grids")

Completely and partially mature technologies (completely mature, for example, for
non-fossil methane as a natural gas replacement, partially mature, for example, for
hydrogen or alcohols such as methanol)
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Building on the biological models,
section 2.2 introduces the central sub-pro
cesses of artificial photosynthesis and the
catalysts involved, namely light absorp
tion, water oxidation with associated oxy
gen formation, proton reduction to form
hydrogen (H2) and reactions of carbon di
oxide (CO2) or nitrogen (N2) which yield
organic carbon compounds or ammonia.
Section 2.3 puts the components of
artificial photosynthesis together to form
complete systems. For instance, the elec
trolysis used to obtain reducing power can
be carried out by either a separate photo
voltaic system or an integrated system.
New photoelectrocatalysis systems, which
are also known as "artificial leaves", can re
place photovoltaics. Above and beyond the
electrochemical production of hydrogen,
other highly promising processes include
those which enable direct use of CO2. Sec
tion 2.4 finally describes two alternative
approaches to artificial photosynthesis: us
ing solar energy for chemical synthesis and
the production of fuels or valuable prod
ucts at high temperatures (over approx.
1,000°C) in solar-thermal reactors.
Section 3 examines artificial photo
synthesis from the standpoint of its signif
icance to society and ongoing research ac
tivities, with section 3.1 firstly describing
German research activities and funding
programmes before setting them in the
context of international initiatives. Sec
tion 3.2 outlines industrial perspectives
on the development potential of artificial
photosynthesis. In order to involve soci
ety as a whole in these new technologies
from an early stage, section 3.3 discusses
general issues of technology assessment,
environmental ethics and the options for
social dialogue.
Finally, section 4 sets out six re
commendations which are intended to
indicate how dynamic development of a
highly promising field of research might
be pursued and supported.
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2. State of research and current challenges

Photosynthetic processes in plants, algae
and bacteria, which have been thorough
ly investigated and are today well under
stood, serve as a model for the develop
ment of artificial photosynthesis. When it
comes to the technical implementation of
the two sub-processes, the light and dark
reactions, development has progressed to
different stages. Photovoltaic solutions
have been achieved for the light reaction
which match the natural process in terms
of photon yield. It has not yet been possi
ble to identify a catalytic solution for the
technical implementation of the dark re
action which is competitive with the nat
ural system. It is in principle possible to
split water into hydrogen and oxygen and
to form hydrocarbons and carbon mon
oxide (CO) from CO2 with the assistance
of photovoltaic processes, but the direct
conversion of atmospheric CO2, which,
at a content of 0.04 per cent by volume,
is present at very low dilution in air, into
higher value products still lags far behind
the biological model. With regard to wa
ter splitting and CO2 conversion, research
and development in artificial photosyn
thesis are pursuing the following common
objectives:
•

•
•

•

energy efficiency to ensure that as
much as possible of the absorbed solar
energy is stored in the resultant prod
ucts,
selectivity to ensure that few undesired
secondary products are produced,
robustness to ensure that the systems
can ideally be operated for years at con
stant output without replacement of
components,
scalability to ensure that the systems
can be used on an industrial scale,

•
•

•

extensive freedom from dependence on
rare and/or toxic components,
economic viability, in terms of both
capital costs and energy return on in
vestment, and
safety both in terms of risks to the pop
ulation and the environment and in
terms of stability of energy supply.

The various approaches to the solar pro
duction of fuels and valuable products
from water and air components (CO2 or
nitrogen) which are currently being pur
sued are presented in greater detail below
(cf. table 2-1):
•

•

•

•

Modified biological photosynthesis: Targeted production of fuels and
valuable products by genetically en
gineered photosynthetic microorgan
isms. The technology concept present
ed here differs fundamentally from the
long-established production of biofu
els by the conversion of biomass into
biogas, biodiesel or bioalcohol.
Combining biological and non-biological components to create
hybrid systems: Using renewably
generated electricity in bioreactors for
producing fuels and valuable products
by microorganisms and their enzymes.
Power-to-X: Using renewable elec
tricity from the power grid for synthe
sizing fuels or valuable products, such
as electrolytic production of hydrogen
or ethylene or, in multistage processes,
conversion into methane, alcohols or
polymers.
Artificial photosynthesis: Com
bining the conversion of solar energy
with catalytic processes for producing
fuels and valuable products in a single,

State of research and current challenges

completely integrated system, such
as in an "artificial leaf" or by directly
combining photovoltaic and electroly
sis modules.
The sub-processes for obtaining the de
sired product in power-to-X and artificial
photosynthesis are in principle identical,
including with regard to the use of syn

thetic catalysts, but the solar energy is
put to a different use in each case. While
artificial photosynthesis integrates the
capture of sunlight with the production of
fuels and valuable products in one appa
ratus or system, power-to-X involves con
veying solar electricity via the power grid
to the location where fuels and valuable
products are produced.

Table 2-1: Approaches to the solar production of fuels and valuable products from water and air components.

Energy source: Sun
Charge separation by leaf
pigments
Production of
fuels/valuable
products by:

Enzymes

Charge separation by semiconductors/pigments

Hybrid systems

Modified biological photosynthesis

Synthetic
catalysts

2.1 Biological, modified and hybrid
photosynthesis
2.1.1 Advantages and drawbacks of biological photosynthesis
The principles of biological photosynthe
sis have already been explained in section
1.3 and figure 1-5 A. Biological photosyn
thesis systems have a series of advantages
over artificial systems. They are capable of
repairing and replicating themselves and,
over the course of evolution, have adapted
themselves to extreme locations such as
arid and very cold and hot areas. They are
also highly flexible with regard to varying
light conditions.
A further advantage of biological
photosynthesis over artificial systems is
its ability to store the energy from sunlight
in the long term by reducing atmospheric
CO2. This takes place in the dark reaction
of biological photosynthesis, in which at
mospheric CO2 is converted into valuable
multi-carbon compounds. A comparable
conversion of atmospheric CO2 into high

PV modules or other
sources of solar electricity

Artificial photosynthesis

Power-to-X

er energy carbon compounds has not yet
been achieved in artificial photosynthesis
systems. This entails the development of
stable, inexpensive and environmentally
compatible catalysts which, like the bio
logical systems, bind the low atmospheric
concentrations of CO2 (0.04 per cent) and
reduce them to higher quality products
with elevated specificity and high conver
sion rates.
In addition to the conversion of CO2
by the Calvin cycle5 in plants, algae and
bacteria which has long been known, six
further CO2 metabolic pathways have in re
cent years been discovered in microorgan
isms and their molecular detail has in part
already been elucidated.32 This newly dis
covered biological diversity has revealed
previously unknown catalytic principles
of CO2 binding and reduction which can
be used as a model for the development of
new CO2 conversion processes in artificial
photosynthesis (see section 2.1.2).
32 Berg 2011; Erb 2011; Fuchs 2011.
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In terms of the use of sunlight,
bio
logical systems are characterised by
a relatively low conversion efficiency of
light energy into chemical energy. While
the theoretical maximum efficiency of the
light reaction is around 10 per cent,33 the
actual efficiency in crop plants on an an
nual average basis is typically less than 1
per cent, while values of 3 per cent have
been achieved in microalgae in a photo
bioreactor.34 A further disadvantage for
(bio)technological applications is that the
solar energy in biological photosynthe
sis is primarily stored in the form of bio
mass. Biomass is a chemically complex
mixture of individual substances which
are suitable for nutrition (for example
grain starch) and for heating (for example
wood) but cannot straightforwardly be in
troduced into the industrial value chain.
Ongoing research is developing strategies
for modifying natural photosynthesis or
creating hybrid photosynthesis systems
which more efficiently and selectively pro
duce the desired fuels and valuable pro
ducts (see figure 2-1 A).
2.1.2 Modified photosynthesis
Modified photosynthesis should be taken
to mean the modification of photosyn
thetic organisms using the methods of
genetic engineering and/or synthetic bi
ology (see figure 2-1 B).35 The approach
es of synthetic biology are particularly
promising in this respect because not only
do they bring about incremental improve
ments in biological processes, for example
by optimising individual components, but
they endeavour to create new biological
solutions which do not exist in nature in
this form, for example by implementing
completely new metabolic pathways for
CO2 conversion in photosynthetic organ
isms (see box with figure 2-2 A and 2-2 B,
p. 24/25).

Approaches to boosting the effi
ciency of the light reaction are currently
primarily focused on targeted modifica
tions of the light-harvesting and photo
synthesis apparatus by
•

•

•

direct intervention in the dynamic
regulation of the photosynthesis ap
paratus which has made it possible to
achieve a 20 per cent increase in bio
mass formation in tobacco plants36,
reducing the ratio of light-harvesting
complexes to photosynthetic reaction
centres which has already led to a fivefold increase in synthesis output37, and
directly channelling photosynthetic en
ergy into the production of hydrogen or
other products38.

It remains to be determined how
much photosynthetic energy can be ex
tracted for directly obtaining valuable
products and how much is necessary for
maintaining the cell's essential vital pro
cesses. It has been estimated that up to 70
per cent of the energy provided by photo
synthesis can flow directly into the pro
duction of valuable products.39

36 Kromdijk et al. 2016.
33 Dau/Zaharieva 2009.

37 Bernat et al. 2009.

34 Blankenship et al. 2011; Long et al. 2015.

38 Rögner 2013.

35 Orta et al. 2011.

39 M. Rögner, personal communication.
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Figure 2-1: Comparison of biological, modified and hybrid photosynthesis:
(A) The starting point is a biological photosynthetic organism. (B) In modified systems, organisms are modified by
molecular methods in order to boost the efficiency of photosynthesis. The points of attack are primarily an improved
light reaction and, in relation to the dark reaction, more efficient CO2 reduction and the targeted production of
valuable products. (C) In hybrid systems, a chemical-physical process (for example photovoltaically driven hydrogen
production) combined with CO2-reducing organisms (C, on right in box) (diagram: T. Erb).
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Implementation of new metabolic pathways for CO2 fixation
Two examples are intended to clarify the new approach taken by synthetic biology to equip biological
systems with new characteristics for CO2 conversion. Figure 2-2 A: Designing and creating artificial
metabolic pathways for more efficient CO2 reduction.40 Figure 2-2 B: Reprogramming the photosynthetic microalga Synechocystis for targeted production of valuable products from CO2.41
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Figure 2-2 A shows the "CETCH cycle", the first artificial metabolic pathway for biological CO2 reduction. After initial
planning on the drawing board, it was built in the laboratory from individual biological "Lego bricks". The CETCH cycle
consists of 17 different enzymes which originate from a total of nine different organisms (marked in colour). Three of
these enzymes were customised with computer assistance to catalyse a specific reaction. Theoretical calculations have
shown that the CETCH cycle requires only 24 to 28 light quanta per reduced CO2 molecule. Compared with the natural
dark reaction in plants and algae (approx. 34 light quanta per CO2), the artificial metabolic pathway thus requires up to
20 per cent less light energy. This designer metabolic pathway is already functional in the test tube and further testing is
now focusing on implementing it in photosynthetic organisms (diagram: T. Erb).

40 Schwander et al. 2016.
41 Oliver et al. 2013; Oliver et al. 2014.
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Figure 2-2 B shows the intended reprogramming of the metabolism of the photosynthetic microalga Synechocystis
to obtain 2,3-butanediol from CO2. 2,3-Butanediol is an organic solvent which is used in industrial manufacturing,
for example for producing paints. It is also used as a starting material for producing methyl ethyl ketone, another important industrial solvent, and butadiene, a basic building block of synthetic rubber. An artificial metabolic pathway
comprising three reactions was established in Synechocystis in order to produce butanediol in this microalga. Various
enzymes were tested in order to identify the best three-component combination which is composed of enzymes
from the bacterial genera Bacillus, Aeromonas and Clostridium. Using the artificial metabolic pathway, Synechocystis
produces butanediol from CO2 at a rate of approx. 10 µg/L per hour, at a maximum yield of 2.8 mg/L. However, a substantial further increase in yields of butanediol in Synechocystis will have to be achieved for the industrial production
(diagram: T. Erb).

There is considerable further poten
tial for increasing photosynthetic yields by
improving the dark reaction. The conven
tional CO2-reducing metabolic pathways
with ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase
(RuBisCO) as the key enzyme are rela
tively inefficient in comparison with the
recently discovered alternative CO2 met
abolic pathways of some microorganisms.
Furthermore, a proportion of the captured
CO2 is lost in the dark reaction of plants
and microorganisms, which results in a
loss of up to 30 per cent of the provided
energy.42 It is hoped to combat these losses
by targeted modification of CO2-convert
42 Zhu et al. 2010; Walker et al. 2016.

ing enzymes and metabolic pathways.43 A
series of approaches are being pursued:
•

•

Replacement of the CO2-converting
enzymes in plants and algae with mi
crobial enzymes or specifically modi
fied variants with increased catalytic
efficiency,44
Establishing CO2 concentration mech
anisms in plant and algal cells which
minimise the effects of photorespira
tion and promise increases in yields of
up to 30 per cent, and

43 Erb/Zarzycki 2016.
44 Greene et al. 2007; Kreel/Tabita 2015; Lin et al. 2014;
Occhialini et al. 2016.
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•

Creating new higher efficiency CO2-re
ducing metabolic pathways from
scratch.45

In addition to the above-stated approach
es which have the aim of improving the
light and dark reactions, further experi
ments are focusing on deriving individual
valuable products from the metabolism
of photosynthetic organisms in a target
ed manner. This is achieved by modi
fying the metabolism of photosynthetic
organisms by genetic/synthetic biology
in such a way that a higher value product
is preferably formed in larger quantities.
Such products are above all hydrogen,46
biofuels and carboxylic acids47 which can
be used as fuels or valuable products in
the chemicals industry. The goal of ini
tial experiments is to implement the dark
reaction in biotechnologically well estab
lished microorganisms in order to create
new CO2-reducing production strains for
biotechnology and hybrid photosynthesis
systems (see section 2.1.3).48
Furthermore, coupling specific en
zymes, the oxidoreductases, with natural
photosynthesis enables the use of recom
binant cyanobacteria for the photocata
lysed, enantioselective reduction of C=Cbonds, i.e. for asymmetric syntheses. Such
products have already been obtained on
the gram per litre scale using whole cells.49

or formic acid by electrolysis powered
by photovoltaically generated electricity.
Microorganisms are then capable of syn
thesising organic valuable products from
these natural resources (see for example
figure 2-3 A).
Siemens and Evonik are current
ly implementing a combination of elec
trolysis and fermentation in a pilot plant
which initially produces hydrogen and
carbon monoxide by electrolysis. In the
next step, these gases are fermented to
yield acetic acid and ethanol (figure 2-3 B)
before being converted into butanol and
hexanol in further fermentation steps.50
The products are in turn starting materi
als for speciality polymers and nutritional
supplements. Production capacities of up
to 20,000 tonnes per year are envisaged.51
This hybrid system is capable of achiev
ing sunlight conversion efficiencies of ap
proaching 10 per cent. The system does,
however, have to be operated with almost
100 per cent CO2, i.e. atmospheric CO2
(0.04 per cent) would have to be concen
trated with considerable energy input (at
least 20 kJ/mol). The plan is in fact to use
power station waste gases.

2.1.3 Hybrid photosynthesis
Hybrid photosynthetic systems are a com
bination of biological and non-biological
components. The goal of such systems
integration is to power the reduction of
CO2 by light. Most hybrid systems com
bine a photovoltaic process with a biolog
ical dark reaction sequence. For instance,
water and carbon dioxide are reduced to
hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide (CO)
45 Schwander et al. 2016; Bar-Even et al. 2010.
46 Rögner 2015; Rumpel et al. 2014.
47 Larkum et al. 2012; Banerjee et al. 2016, p. 432.
48 Antonovsky et al. 2016.
49 Köninger et al. 2016.

50 Haas et al. 2018.
51 http://corporate.evonik.de/de/presse/pressemitteilun
gen/Pages/news-details.aspx?newsid=72462.
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Figure 2-3 B shows a hybrid system which is already
somewhat closer to achieving the goal of higher
current density. It consists of a photovoltaically
operated CO2 electrolyser which is equipped with a
silver-based gas diffusion cathode and is active at an
electrolysis voltage of 3.5 volts with a current density
of 300 mA/cm2. CO yield amounts to 80 per cent,
the remaining 20 per cent of the electrons flowing into
the reduction of protons to H2. At higher voltages,
the proportion of H2 rises and energy conversion
efficiency drops. The gases CO and H2 formed in this CO2
electrolyser are passed, together with unreacted CO2,
into a separate fermenter. This "syngas" mixture is
converted at almost 100 per cent efficiency by the
bacterium Clostridium autoethanogenum into acetic
acid and ethanol.54
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Figure 2-3 A shows the photovoltaically driven electrolysis of water to yield H2 and O2, which are then utilised
in the same reaction vessel by the hydrogen oxidising
bacterium Ralstonia eutropha to reduce CO2 into valuable
products such as isopropanol.52 The hydrogen oxidising
bacterium is capable of growing with H2 and O2 as sole
energy source and CO2 as sole carbon source. Genetic
engineering is capable of constructing strains of bacteria
which can be used in this process to produce organic
valuable products such as isopropanol, C4 and C5 alcohols
or also the biopolymer polyhydroxybutyrate in targeted
manner. The hydrogen oxidising bacterium can withstand
the cobalt-oxide-phosphate ("CoPi") electrocatalysts and
tolerates high concentrations of reactive oxygen species.
On a laboratory scale, organic compounds were produced
using atmospheric CO2 (0.04 per cent) at a sunlight
conversion efficiency of almost 10 per cent, which far
surpasses the conversion efficiency of natural photosynthesis. This hybrid, bioelectrochemical system is moreover
highly stable and reduces CO2 at a largely constant rate
for over five days. The present system is still limited by a
low electrolysis current density (1 mA/cm2) and this would
have to be increased one hundred fold for industrial use.53
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2.2 Sub-processes of artificial
photosynthesis
During the production of fuels and val
uable products, it is often necessary to
transfer both reducing equivalents (e-,
electrons) and protons (H+, positively
charged hydrogen atom nuclei) from one
substance to another with input of exter
nal energy. Such processes are known in
chemistry as "proton-coupled electron
transfers". In artificial photosynthesis,
the necessary energy originates from the
absorption of sunlight. In this manner, it
is possible to form not only hydrogen as
an energy-rich synthesis product, but also
carbon-based fuels and valuable products,
such as methane (CH4) from the reduction
of CO2 or ammonia (NH3) as an energy
carrier or artificial fertiliser by reducing
atmospheric nitrogen (N2). In contrast
with this wide variety of possible prod
ucts, water, similarly to biological photo
synthesis, is the sole source of the elec
trons and protons required for forming
fuels and valuable products. The reactions
in question can in general terms be stated
as follows:
H+ / CO2 / N2 + H2O

Solar
energy

H2 / CH4 / NH3 + O2

As indicated by the colour of the letters, the
light-driven electron transfer reactions of
artificial photosynthesis thus always con
sist of two parts or "half reactions": the
oxidation of water as a source of electrons
and protons to yield O2 and the reduction
of H+, CO2, N2 etc. as electron and proton
sinks to yield H2, CH4 or NH3. The desired
products are produced by means of the
reduction reactions. In the simplest case,
they could be combined with oxygen back
into the starting compounds accompanied
by release of heat ("thermal use"). These
compounds are, however, also valuable
raw materials: ammonia, for instance, is
used as a fertiliser in agriculture.
2.2.1 Light absorption and charge
separation
As shown in figure 2-4, the initial process
es in photosynthesis are light absorption
and charge separation. In artificial sys
tems, these can in principle proceed via
light-absorbing pigment molecules or in
the solid state (photovoltaics, usually with
semiconductors). In biological photosyn
thesis, "leaf pigments" are responsible for
light absorption and charge separation,
the best known being the green chloro
phyll molecules.

Sunlight

2H2O
Oxidation
catalyst

H2, CH4, NH3, etc.

Electron transfer

4 H + + O2

Water oxidation

Reduction
catalyst

H+, CO2, N2, etc.

Light absorption and
charge separation

Solar fuels/raw materials

Figure 2-4: Overview of artificial photosynthesis sub-processes. After light absorption and charge separation (section
2.2.1), catalytic water oxidation (2.2.3) and reduction of CO2, H+ and/or N2 lead to fuels and valuable products (2.2.4
to 2.2.6) (diagram: Ph. Kurz).
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For some decades, development
has therefore focused on synthetic, mo
lecular dyes which can be used in a similar
manner to chlorophylls for light-induced
charge transfer. Thanks to the wide variety
of synthetically accessible compounds, this
approach has a series of advantages:
•

•

•

•

Because their structures can very of
ten be varied in a highly systematic
way, important characteristics such as
colour, solubility or redox potentials
of dye molecules can be tailored to re
quirements. As a result, the ability to
accept or release electrons can now be
adjusted virtually at will and in a pre
dictable manner.
Most of the molecules are truly small
which means that a large number can
be packed in per unit volume, so en
suring a very good "light yield".
Light absorption characteristics can
furthermore be improved in targeted
manner by arranging further mole
cules as an "antenna system" around a
central pigment.
Complicated syntheses even allow dye
molecules to be directly bound to cat
alytically active units for product for
mation in order, ideally, to achieve a
directional electron flow determined
by the overall molecule.

It must, however, be noted that many mo
lecular dyes are not yet sufficiently stable
for use in catalysis systems, in particular
in aqueous solution. They are often bro
ken down after just a few days or even
sooner due to unwanted secondary reac
tions.
Apart from biological photosynthe
sis, the best known process for using solar
energy is photovoltaics. Photovoltaic ele
ments consist of semiconducting solid ma
terials such as silicon which absorb light
and convert it into electrical energy, i.e.
current and voltage. The practical utility of
a photovoltaic technology is defined by its
combination of efficiency, costs and relia

bility. High efficiency in converting solar
energy into electrical energy is important
in order to ensure the highest possible out
put of electricity per unit area of module.
The fundamental process in semi
conductor solar cell operation is the ab
sorption of a photon, which lifts an elec
tron with a negative charge out of the
valence band of the semiconductor into
the conduction band and leaves behind
an empty place, a "hole", with a positive
charge in the valence band. In the case
of a photon with an energy exactly cor
responding to the band gap of a semi
conductor, this can proceed with 100
per cent efficiency, the energy of such
a photon being directly converted into
electrical energy. The semiconductor
is transparent to lower energy photons
which are not absorbed. Photons with an
energy higher than the band gap lead to
the production of "hot" photons with en
ergy high in the conduction band which
then quickly release their additional en
ergy to thermal oscillations, or phonons.
Ultimately, therefore, only the energy of
the band gap can be harvested from these
higher energy photons as well. For these
two reasons, the maximum efficiency of
a semiconductor ideally adapted to the
solar spectrum is 33 per cent. Silicon,
which is currently the semiconductor
material most widely used for solar cells,
with its band gap of 1.2 eV is very close to
this optimum and should ideally be ca
pable of achieving efficiencies of up to 29
per cent.
An electron-hole pair is initially
bound by electrostatic attraction, as an
"exciton" is being formed. The latter has
to be separated in order to avoid harmful
recombination and to collect the charge
carriers in external contacts. Covalent
semiconductors such as Si or GaAs have
a high dielectric constant which effective
ly shields the electrical charges of oppos
ing polarity from one another. In covalent
semiconductors, the binding energy of an
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exciton is therefore close to the thermal
energy of a few meV. In organic semicon
ductors, in contrast, this shielding is signi
ficantly weaker and exciton binding ener
gy can easily amount to 0.5 eV and above.
This energy has to be applied on collection
of the charge carriers at the external con
tacts and is therefore lost from the energy
yield. In perovskites (mineral compounds
of calcium, titanium and oxygen), the in
corporated heavy elements such as lead
ensure that the dielectric constant is high,
resulting in low exciton binding energies.
These materials are accordingly currently
receiving considerable scientific interest
with regard to new PV structures.
A third step which follows the funda
mental processes is the necessary transport
of the charge carriers to the contacts for
negative charges (electrons) and positive
charges (holes), the mobility of the charge
carriers here in turn playing a significant
role. In this case too, crystalline covalent
semiconductors are orders of magnitude
better than other materials, for example
organic compounds or also perovskites.
Silicon photovoltaics55 currently
hold the largest, and still growing, mar
ket share of all photovoltaic technologies
(around 95 per cent).56 Thanks to intense
research and development work over re
cent decades, crystalline silicon solar cell
efficiency has been raised from around 1
per cent to over 25 per cent. In addition
to a typical module efficiency of approx.
20 per cent, silicon photovoltaics have
the advantage over other technologies of
high reliability and low price. Long-term
studies on silicon modules have revealed
that the output of the modules declines
only slightly over a period of more than
20 years, so that long-term stability is ad
equate. Today's global mass production of
silicon solar cells has resulted in a dramat
ic drop in production costs and so also in

the costs of PV generated electricity. The
most recent auctions for electricity from
large PV plants resulted in final electrici
ty prices of below 2 €cent/kWh. Ongoing
developments of interest in silicon solar
cell technology have the goal of increasing
efficiency while ensuring costs continue
to fall as far as possible, for example by
passivating the rear side ("PERC" tech
nology57) or by using a thin film of amor
phous silicon with particularly good pas
sivation characteristics in what is known
as heterojunction technology. The current
world record of 26.2 per cent efficien
cy has been achieved by applying these
measures.58 Further increases in efficiency
beyond 30 per cent are anticipated from
combinations with other semiconductor
materials with a larger band gap.
Thin-film photovoltaic systems59
contain components consisting of thin
semiconductor layers. As a result of largescale production at relatively low tempe
ratures, thin-film solar cells are particu
larly inexpensive to manufacture. One
central disadvantage, however, is their
relatively low efficiency. The rapid fall in
prices over recent years of modules with
crystalline Si-solar cells, which are inex
pensively manufactured in gigawatt scale
plants, have largely offset the cost advan
tage of thin film-technology. Perovskite
solar cells are one particularly remarka
ble example of the potential of thin-film
photovoltaics; within just a few years of
their discovery, it has proved possible to
achieve efficiencies of over 20 per cent
with the assistance of organic/inorganic
hybrid materials.60 The current disadvan
tages of this technology is its lower stabil
ity and low reliability in comparison with
silicon photovoltaics. Challenges also re
main with regard to scalability.
57 The architecture of a Passivated Emitter and Rear Cell
essentially enables improved light yield in the rear
region of the cell, which in turn increases electron yield.
58 Yoshikawa et al. 2017.

55 Glunz 2014.

59 Zeeman and Schropp 2012.

56 Weber et al. 2018.

60 Yang et al. 2017.
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The currently most efficient photo
voltaic cells are based on heterostructures
of a number of high purity semiconductor
layers and achieve efficiencies of over 45
per cent61 (in combination with optical
lenses which concentrate the sunlight
onto the solar cell to create concentrator
photovoltaics).62 However, such high ef
ficiency photovoltaics have particularly
high material and production costs and
are therefore not yet competitive despite
their great potential.
Last but not least, there are also
dye-sensitised solar cells, which are often
also known as "Grätzel cells", after their
inventor, and which have been developed
in recent decades from laboratory curio
sities to market maturity.63 In these cells,
in contrast with most photovoltaic mod
ules, light is absorbed by molecular dyes.
However, in a Grätzel cell, these are not
in solution, but are instead immobilised
on inexpensive, conductive materials. Af
ter excitation by light, the pigments "con
tacted" in this manner inject electrons
into the conducting layer from where
they flow towards consumers. Reactions
coupled with this process on a coun
ter-electrode and the electron flow me
diated via a liquid electrolyte complete
the Grätzel cell circuit. Efficient charge
transport through the entire system and,
most particularly, the long-term stability
of the molecular dyes are problems which
are yet to be solved. In recent years, how
ever, major breakthroughs have been
made which mean that it might in future
be possible to benefit to a greater ex
tent from the identifiable advantages of
dye-sensitised solar cells, namely favour
able price, processing in almost any de
sired colour and shape and good energy
conversion efficiency.

Despite the fundamental differenc
es among the various approaches in terms
of the materials used (molecular dyes ver
sus semiconducting solids), some central
challenges remain to be solved in future,
specifically in the case of integrated sys
tems where photovoltaic systems are di
rectly combined with catalysts:
•

•

•

Light absorption must create a sufficient
potential difference so that the desired
chemical process can take place. The
theoretical minimum for light-driven
splitting of water into H2 and O2 is ap
prox. 1.23 volts. Under real conditions,
however, the catalyst overpotentials
always have to be added to this voltage
such that, depending on catalyst qual
ity and the necessary current density,
potential differences of 1.5 to 2.5 volts
are required.64 The light-absorbing
substances used should be capable of
efficiently utilising as much as possible
of the visible spectrum of sunlight. To
gether, the first two requirements mean
that a combination of absorbers will
generally be used. This can be achieved,
for example, in the form of antenna or
tandem systems which may also consist
of different materials.
Photophysical characteristics must be
good. Key parameters here are high
absorption coefficients, good charge
separation efficiencies, i.e. quantum
yields, low recombination of charg
es once separated and, in particular
for large molecular systems, directio
nal charge transfer which leads to the
product with as few secondary reac
tions as possible.
The absorbers used must have very
good photostability, so they must not
undergo any decomposition reactions
despite extremely reactive intermedi
ates arising after photoexcitation.

61 Dimroth et al. 2016.
62 Philips and Bett 2014.
63 O’Regan and Grätzel 1991.

64 Bertau et al. 2013.
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2.2.2 Catalysts and efficiency of chemical
sub-processes
Artificial photosynthesis differs from us
ing solar energy for generating electric
ity in that the primary purpose of light
absorption and charge separation is not
to generate electrical energy but to drive
chemical processes. In most cases, this
can only happen with the assistance of
catalysts which are in direct electrical
contact with the light absorption unit. The
characteristics of the catalysis systems
fundamentally determine the energy effi
ciency of the particular chemical reaction
(see box p. 33).
2.2.3 Water oxidation and O
 2 evolution
Water oxidation is a key process in artifi
cial photosynthesis, as it is for biological
photosynthesis, because it is the process
by which both electrons and protons are
obtained from water as an almost limit
less natural resource. Oxygen (O2) is liber
ated as a secondary product in accordance
with the following reaction equation:
2 H2O p 4 e- + 4 H+ + O2
In relation to the scientific and technolog
ical challenges, three variants can be iden
tified which are characterised by different
"electrolyte solutions", i.e. they differ in
terms of the selection of the ions dissolved
in the water.
Alkaline water oxidation (high concentration
of OH- in the electrolyte, pH >13)
Readily available, inexpensive metals
can be used as catalysts here, the cat
alytically active phase (surface layer)
of which is an oxide or hydroxide. Sys
tematic investigations have revealed low
overpotentials for example for nanos
tructured nickel-iron mixed oxides (η <
0.25 V at 10 mA/cm2). Many available
large scale industrial systems are based
on nickel steel sheets (in sodium or po
tassium hydroxide solution at tempera
tures of 60 to 80°C) and here too only
low overpotentials are necessary in con

tinuous operation for current densities
of > 500 mA/cm2.
The requirements which apply to
the catalyst material differ in the case of
direct coupling of the photoreaction, wa
ter oxidation and reductive product for
mation. Since the dimensions of the pho
tomaterial (for example multilayer silicon
solar cells) permit comparatively large
catalyst surface areas, current densities
of 10 to 50 mA/cm2 are sufficient even at
maximum sunlight intensity. In this case,
it is usually thin catalyst layers (thickness
in the nano- and lower micrometre range
or nanoparticles) which are used.
Acidic water oxidation (high concentration of
H+, pH < 1)
Acidic water oxidation is primarily car
ried out using high-performance PEM
electro
lysis technology which can take
the form of a compact "sandwich" of an
ode, cathode and proton-conducting pol
ymer membrane. In this way, extremely
high current densities (> 1 A/cm2) can
be achieved in a space-saving and robust
structure which moreover, unlike the al
kaline electrolyser, can be started up and
shut back down again within minutes.
This concept has already been successful
ly trialled in combination with wind pow
er systems and, in the context of artificial
photosynthesis, is of interest in particular
for relatively small, distributed systems
for combining photovoltaic systems with
fuel production. However, due to the ten
dency of almost all oxides to dissolve in
acidic media, virtually only iridium oxide
has so far been used as the water oxida
tion catalyst in PEM electrolysers. Since
iridium is an extremely rare and thus
costly element, the use of such catalysts
can only be considered to be a stopgap
technology.
Neutral water oxidation (low concentration
of both H+ and OH-, moderate pH values)
Water oxidation in the neutral pH range
would appear to be attractive on safety
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Overpotentials and efficiency of catalysis taking water oxidation as an example65
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Figure 2-5: Half reactions of electrically driven water splitting (diagram: Ph. Kurz).

If it is to be possible for water oxidation (see figure 2-5, left), for example, to proceed on the
electrode, the applied potential must be more positive than the equilibrium potential (E0H2O/O2)
of approx. +1.23 volts (versus RHE, potential or electrical voltage relative to a reversible hydrogen electrode). In fact, however, no reaction yet proceeds at this value because an overpotential
(η) is necessary in order to achieve acceptable reaction rates or electrode currents for water
oxidation. The electrode potential E required for industrial application is obtained as the sum of
the equilibrium potential of the respective half reaction (in this case of water oxidation) and the
overpotential according to:
E = E0H2O/O2 + η
In the case of catalysis on electrode materials, η is in each case stated for a current density of
relevance in the respective system (for example 10 milliamperes or 1 ampere per cm2).
In energy terms, the overpotential η is the energy which is lost on the electrode during the
electron transfer process, since it is mainly released in the form of heat. The task of catalysts
or catalytically active electrode materials is to keep the overpotential required for high conversion rates or current densities as low as possible, this applying to both half reactions of the
process. One major research and development task in the field of artificial photosynthesis is
thus to develop suitable catalysts for both the oxidation and the reduction half-reactions. The
characteristics of the catalyst material largely determine both the energy efficiency and the
chemical selectivity of the system.
65

65 Dau et al. 2010.
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grounds (avoidance of strong acids and
bases). As things stand today, near-neu
tral conditions are essential for water oxi
dation in conjunction with electrocatalytic
CO2 reduction, since the introduction of
gaseous CO2 into the electrolyte normally
gives rise to a hydrogencarbonate solution
with a pH of between 5 and 10. However,
at comparable overpotentials, the current
intensities which have so far been achieved
are usually several orders of magnitude be
low those of alkaline or acidic water oxida
tion, even in the case of electrolytes which
are actually highly conductive and which
buffer pH effects. The reasons for this are
so far only partially understood.
State of research and development
In principle, no further scientific or techno
logical breakthroughs are necessary in or
der to be able to combine alkaline or acidic
water oxidation on a large industrial scale
with the generation of "green" electricity.
Overall, a system of two structural units
directly connected to one another (see fig
ure 2-5) would then be used: 1) generation
of renewable electricity (e.g. by solar cells)
and current/voltage conversion to create
appropriate electrolysis voltages; 2) water
oxidation and for example hydrogen forma
tion in an electrolysis unit connected to the
electricity module.
Further development is, howev
er, still required. For instance, alkaline
oxidation requires the development of
high-performance hydroxide ion (OH-)
exchange membranes in order to enable
more compact and inexpensive systems in
particular for distributed fuel production.
In the light of the advantages of existing
PEM systems, there is great interest in the
development of iridium-free catalyst ma
terials for acidic water oxidation. There is
moreover an urgent need for efficient cat
alysts for neutral water oxidation in order
to permit the (electro)catalysis of CO2 re
duction in an aqueous medium. And final
ly, photomaterial and water oxidation are
often directly coupled using nanostruc

tured catalyst films, the long-term stability
of which is not as yet satisfactory and re
quires further experimental investigation.
Furthermore, attention must be paid to
critical corrosion or dissolution processes
which could possibly be remedied by dy
namic "self repair".66
2.2.4 Proton reduction, H2 evolution
Of the reactions which need to be con
trolled for the production of "solar fuels",
the formation of hydrogen is indisput
ably one of the simplest. A glance at the
reaction equation reveals that, in formal
terms, four fundamental particles (two
protons and two electrons) are combined
to yield H2, the lightest stable chemical
molecule that exists.
Formation of H2:
2 H+ + 2 e- + energy p H2
Combustion of H2:
2 H2 + O2 p 2 H2O + energy
Hydrogen reacts with oxygen from the air,
liberating considerable energy, to form
water, so the waste gas is non-toxic. This
combustion reaction is already in routine
use in hydrogen fuel cells (or more spec
tacularly in rocket engines) for H2-based
energy generation and is a well-established
technology for both stationary and mobile
applications. Today, however, hydrogen
is used less as an energy storage means
than for chemical synthesis (refineries,
ammonia production, organic chemistry).
At least two major challenges still face the
large scale industrial use of hydrogen:
•

The energy density of gaseous H2 is
low (relative to its volume). At present,
compressed gas tanks at high pressure
(> 500 bar) or high-throughput pipe
lines are used for transport so that rel
atively large volumes of H2 (and thus
relatively large quantities of energy)
can be moved.

66 Lutterman et al. 2011.
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•

When combined with air, gaseous H2
forms an explosive mixture, in a simi
lar way to natural gas or petrol vapour.
Different safety requirements therefore
have to be met for hydrogen as an energy
carrier than for example for coal or oil.

-100 mV. Platinum electrodes have to date
been used for HER in commercially availa
ble electrolysis systems69 to produce hydro
gen, in particular for reactions in an acidic
solution using the polymer membrane pro
cess ("PEM electrolyser").

Nevertheless, the above-stated applica
tions mean that hydrogen is already an
"everyday" industrial product. Germany
alone produces over 50 billion cubic me
tres of gaseous H2 per year.67 Currently,
however, more than 80 per cent of the hy
drogen produced worldwide is obtained
from fossil fuels, primarily by steam re
forming of natural gas. Since this produc
tion route involves the formation of more
than one equivalent of CO2 for every four
H2 molecules produced, hydrogen is at
present thus anything but a "green" fuel.

Despite its excellent characteristics
and stability, the noble metal platinum
could very probably never be the HER cat
alyst for large-scale production of "solar
hydrogen" because the terrestrial abun
dance of this element is too low and it is
already very costly due to its use in other
catalytic processes. Accordingly, scientists
have been working for years on the de
velopment of alternatives to conventional
platinum catalysts and considerable pro
gress has already been made:

Electrolysis processes are an alter
native way to produce hydrogen (see box
p. 36). In this case, the above-stated H2
formation reaction takes place in aqueous
solution on the surface of electrodes. If the
necessary electrical energy originates from
renewable sources, the resultant hydrogen
obtained from water and for example so
lar or wind-generated energy is actually
"green". Such electrolytic production of
H2 is, however, not yet economically viable
(even when using "fossil electricity") and
therefore accounts for only approx. 5 per
cent of current global output volumes.68
Furthermore, hydrogen formation is
a two-electron/two-proton process in aque
ous solution. If high reaction rates and low
energy losses are to be achieved, catalysts
must be used for the hydrogen evolution re
action (HER). One catalyst material which
has been used for this purpose for over 150
years is platinum metal, on which H2 can be
formed very quickly and virtually without
energy loss at overpotentials of η ≈-50 to

67 These and further figures for H2 production from:
Bertau et al. 2013.
68 Ursua et al. 2012.

Thanks to the findings of nanotech
nology, instead of solid platinum electrodes
it is now possible to prepare minute, fine
ly divided metal particles just a few nano
metres in size and stabilise them on suitable
support materials. While such catalysts are
indeed still based on platinum, the quantity
of noble metal required can be distinctly re
duced in this way. In biological systems, the
HER is very efficiently catalysed by specific
proteins (known as hydrogenases) which
contain iron and nickel centres as the cat
alytic site.70 Synthetic molecular catalysts,
in particular based on these two metals,
which are very inexpensive in comparison
with platinum, have been developed by
analogy with such proteins. Some of the re
action mechanisms of the HER have been
elucidated in detail, so enabling rational
optimisation of the catalyst molecules.71
As a result, noble metal-free homogeneous
catalysts for the HER are now known which
have very high conversion rates but as yet
inadequate long-term stability. It has been
possible to develop worthwhile alternative
materials for heterogeneous HER catalysis
69 For example the new "SILYZER" from Siemens
(Siemens 2015b).
70 Lubitz et al. 2014.
71 Coutard et al. 2016.
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Electrolysis of water
Combining photovoltaics and water electrolysis means that solar energy can be used to produce hydrogen from water. Electrolysis is a tried and tested technology which has been in use
for decades. Water electrolysis involves using electrical currents to split water into hydrogen
and oxygen. The efficiency of water electrolysis is above 70 per cent. Industrial plants make
use of a 25 to 30% potassium hydroxide solution while the temperature is around 70 to 90
degrees Celsius in order to reduce cell resistance. A membrane is used for electrolysing water.
The electrode material used may be for example ruthenium oxide hydrates (anode) or platinum (cathode), but also more readily available materials such as nickel.
High-temperature steam electrolysis (at 800 to 1,000°C) on solid electrolytes is currently also
being investigated. The elevated operating temperature means that the necessary voltage
can be reduced from approx. 1.90 to 1.30 volts.72 Obtaining hydrogen from electrolysis allows
the CO2-intensive gas reforming process to be replaced, so greatly improving the emissions
balance of industrial processes. Another application could be direct use as fuel for fuel cell
powered vehicles.73
If "excess" electrical energy from wind power or photovoltaic systems is to be stored using water-splitting, the systems must be able to respond quickly to rapid fluctuations in electricity production. The Linde Group, Siemens and Stadtwerke Mainz have established the world's largest
"power-to-gas" plant of this kind.74 It uses a highly responsive PEM high-pressure electrolysis system which is particularly well suited to high current densities and is capable of quickly responding
to the major peaks in electricity production from wind and solar systems. A proton-conducting
membrane (PEM) in the electrolyser separates the zones in which oxygen and hydrogen are
formed.75 Three electrolysis units split water into hydrogen and oxygen. The PEM electrolysers76
supply hydrogen at a pressure of up to 35 bar which means that it does not need to be pressurised further in order to permit further processing or storage.

based on inexpensive metals, in particular
alloys of the metals iron, cobalt or nickel.
The latter are already in routine use in al
kaline electrolysers. Ionic compounds such
as molybdenum sulfides are, however, now
also achieving acceptable rates of catalysis.
However, work is still required on rate of re
action, energy efficiency (η currently mainly
above around -200 mV) and stability before
industrial use of these readily available plat
inum alternatives will be possible. 7273747576
72 Sunfire GmbH has delivered a high-temperature steam
electrolysis system based on solid electrolytes with an
input power of 150 kW.

Hydrogen is certainly a target mol
ecule of interest for artificial photosyn
thesis.77 In industrialised nations such as
Germany there is already strong demand
for H2 in the chemicals industry, and tech
nologies for making use of hydrogen in en
ergy applications are likewise well estab
lished. However, if large volumes of "solar
hydrogen" are to be produced via artificial
photosynthesis, further development ef
fort is required, in particular to make the
already known noble metal-free catalysts
more efficient, durable and reactive.

73 Siemens 2015a.
74 The research project includes investment of some € 17
million and half the funding was provided by the Feder
al Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy as part of
the "Energy Storage Funding Initiative".
75 Siemens 2015c; Siemens 2015a.
76 Siemens 2015b.

77 See: also Antonietti/Savateev (forthcoming).
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2.2.5 CO2 reduction
Together, the chemical sub-processes of
water oxidation (see section 2.2.3) and
proton reduction (see section 2.2.4) permit
the formation of hydrogen (H2), the sim
plest chemical energy carrier. Selectivity
and product specificity are generally not
a problem, since solely H2O is oxidised in
aqueous solutions and specifically protons
(H+) are reduced to yield molecular hydro
gen (H2).78 In addition to "cold combustion"
in fuel cells (for electricity generation), hy
drogen can also be put to direct thermal
use in engines, generators and heating sys
tems, the latter without any fundamental
technical differences from the use of fossil
fuels. Light-driven hydrogen formation
therefore can be and generally is classified
as one possible kind of artificial photosyn
thesis, even if, unlike natural photosynthe
sis and cellular respiration, CO2 conversion
is not involved in either the production or
use (combustion) of hydrogen.
Artificial photosynthesis does, how
ever, also include the synthesis of car
bon-containing compounds which are gen
erally easier to transport, store and use. It
is therefore to be expected that obtaining
non-fossil fuels and valuable products from
water and CO2 will become increasingly sig
nificant in future artificial photosynthesis
systems. In addition to the light-driven re
duction of carbon dioxide which is possible
in principle, it is also possible to use con
ventional chemical reduction of CO2,79 elec
trons being indirectly transferred to CO2,
for example by means of the already indus
trially established gas phase reaction of car
bon dioxide with gaseous H2 which could
originate, for example, from light-driven
water splitting (cf. figure 1-6).80,81

Direct electrocatalytic CO2 reduc
tion in solutions using solid catalyst elec
trodes is discussed in the following sec
tion. Photoelectrocatalytic CO2 reduction
by direct combination of photoactive sem
iconductor materials and catalysts is not
separately discussed since, with regard to
the catalyst materials, the same principles
and issues as in purely electrocatalytic
CO2 reduction will very probably be of sig
nificance.
Direct electrocatalytic CO2 reduction
A typical system for electrocatalytic CO2
reduction contains a water-oxidising cata
lyst electrode (see section 2.2.1) and an
electrode for CO2 reduction. In contrast
with the ready availability of water, specif
ic steps must be taken to supply the "raw
material" CO2. This is achieved by a usual
ly aqueous solution having its concentra
tion of CO2 increased in the surroundings
of the reduction electrode, typically by in
troducing the CO2 into the solution under
pressure in gaseous form. Reactions then
proceed in the solution which can in gene
ral be described by the following equa
tion:
iCO2 + jH+ + j{e-} p CiHxOy + k H2O

80 van de Krol/Parkinson 2017.

While in biological photosynthesis it is
usually sugar molecules containing six
carbon atoms which are formed (for ex
ample glucose, C6H12O6), the products in
direct electrocatalytic CO2 reduction are
(so far) primarily compounds with just
one or two carbon atoms (C1 or C2 prod
ucts).82 Particularly frequent C1 products
are the gases methane (main component
of natural gas, CH4) and carbon monox
ide (CO) and, to a lesser extent, the liq
uids formic acid (or formate, HCOO-) and
methanol (CH3OH). Particularly frequent
C2 products are the gas ethylene (C2H4)
and ethanol (C2H5OH). In virtually every
case, however, hydrogen (H2) also oc
curs as a further, in this case unwanted,

81 The Sabatier and Fischer-Tropsch processes are reactions
which can be used on a large industrial scale to reduce
CO2 to yield methane and many further hydrocarbons.

82 Zhu et al. 2016.

78 Hydrogen peroxide might occur as a further reaction prod
uct, but this potentially valuable product is not normally
formed to any great extent. When carbon-based electrode
materials are used, unwanted secondary reactions can lead
to oxidation of the carbon with formation of CO2.
79 Klankermayer et al. 2016.
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secondary product. Normally, two to five
reaction products predominate, the range
of products being dependent on the cat
alyst material and the overpotential. One
of the causes of the low specificity is that
the equilibrium potentials (redox poten
tials) for the formation of hydrogen and
the vari
ous carbon-containing reaction
products are very similar (see figure 2-6).
High CO specificity has for example been
achieved for silver-based catalyst elec
trodes (> 85 per cent of the reducing cur
rent leading to CO formation), the ratio
between the carbon monoxide and hydro
gen gases which are formed being control
lable via the overpotential.83 Accordingly,
"synthesis gas" (with H2:CO ratios ranging
from 1:1 to 3:1 depending on application)
can be obtained in a targeted manner and
used in the gas phase synthesis of meth
ane and further carbon-containing fuels
and valuable products using established
industrial processes. Good specificity for
direct methane formation (80 per cent
of current used) has been reported for a
copper-based catalyst.84 Using other elec
trodes enables the formation of C2 prod
ucts, in particular ethylene and ethanol, it
being possible for the proportion of the re
ducing current for ethylene formation to
exceed a value of 30 per cent. Electrocat
alytic ethylene formation using CO2 from
waste gases could be of economic interest
even in the relatively near future due to
the comparatively high market price of
this chemical industry intermediate (see
also 3.2). In addition to complex nanos
tructured metal-based catalyst electrodes,
new carbon-based materials are also
showing great promise. 85
Research and development into scalability
Electrocatalytic or also directly photoelec
trolytic CO2 reduction is of great interest
both for the direct formation of fuels and
valuable products and for the production

of synthesis gas. Apart from possible ex
ceptions such as ethylene formation from
waste gas CO2, the transition to industrial
ly significant large scale systems can only
be undertaken in the long term. Relatively
extensive basic research and development
work remains to be done. Systematic
investigation of catalytic mechanisms,
which has so far not been carried out to
a particularly great extent, may play an
important part here. Possible success in
terms of industrially significant systems
will also depend on unpredictable, but
potentially game-changing, discoveries.
There is, however, a general need for re
search and development in CO2 reduction
with regard to the following points:
•
•
•

•

product specificity,
boosting energy efficiency (to > 50 per
cent),
direct or indirect combination with
systems for using "dilute" atmospheric
CO2 (instead of using prepurified CO2
from coal combustion or from cement
and steel manufacturing) and
new catalyst systems for forming longchain carbon compounds (Ci>2 prod
ucts).

CO2 as raw material
For almost a century now, CO2 has been
used as a starting material for the produc
tion of urea (output in excess of 200 mil
lion tonnes per annum in 2016).86 More
recently, applications in the plastics sec
tor (for example (poly)carbonates) have
come into use (see figure 2-7). There are,
however, no further major industrial ap
plications, which is above all attributable
to the thermodynamic stability of CO2 and
the associated huge energy requirements.
As a reliable and renewable carbon
source, carbon dioxide is a C1 building
block which is of interest for the produc
tion of energy carriers and valuable prod

83 Hatsukade et al. 2014.
84 Manthiram et al. 2014.
85 Zhu et al. 2016.

86 http://www.ceresana.com/de/marktstudien/chemika
lien/harnstoff-urea/.
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Figure 2-6: Reduction potentials for important reaction products of CO2 reduction at neutral pH (potentials versus
normal hydrogen electrode). However, if the respective reactions are actually to proceed at high rates (current
densities), substantially more negative electrode potentials (i.e. high overpotentials) must in general be applied with
currently known electrocatalysts. All the potentials of the electrocatalytic CO2 reductions shown are furthermore
close to the equilibrium potential of H2 formation (also shown in red), which is why product specificity and suppression of H2 formation with the lowest possible overpotentials are among the central tasks facing catalyst development
(diagram: Ph. Kurz).

ucts. The central challenge facing the use
of carbon dioxide on a large scale is pro
viding the raw material CO2 inexpensively
and energy-efficiently. A fundamental dis
tinction must be drawn between capturing
CO2 from combustion or industrial waste
gases (which typically contain 5 to 15 per
cent CO2) on the one hand and from the
ambient air (containing only 0.04 percent
CO2) on the other.87 The latter process of
Direct Air Capture (DAC)88 is distinct
ly more complex due to the approx. 300
times lower CO2 concentration in ambient
air. Using highly concentrated CO2 from
waste gases can only be a stopgap or tran
sition technology for the large-scale pro
duction of carbon-based fuels and valua
ble products by artificial photosynthesis;
in the long-term, it will be necessary to
use CO2 from the ambient air.
87 While CO2 capture from the air (0.04 per cent) may
appear very complex, these systems could easily be
scaled because they are potentially universally usable.
BECCS (Bio-Energy with Carbon Capture and Storage)
is currently being investigated by the "Bioenergy"
Working Group of the ESYS project (https://energiesys
teme-zukunft.de/projekt/arbeitsgruppen/).
88 Sanz-Perez et al. 2016.

The associated challenges are com
parable with those facing CCS (Carbon
Capture and Storage) processes. Unlike
this latter process, artificial photosynthe
sis makes use of the CO2 carbon as a raw
material (CCU: Carbon Capture and Uti
lisation).89 Technologies are being devel
oped in the course of work on CCS/CCU
for capturing 90, purifying91 and storing
CO2.
Increasing the concentration of CO2
requires energy. The theoretical (thermo
dynamic) minimum energy input for con
centrating CO2 from ambient air amounts
to approx. 20 kJ/mol (126 kWh per tonne
of CO2). If, for example, this CO2 is con
verted into methanol, 726 kJ/mol (en
thalpy of combustion) of energy can be
stored (4580 kWh per tonne of "fixed"
CO2), which would amount to an energy
input of 2.75 per cent of the stored energy.
In actual industrial systems for concen
89 Fischedick et al. 2015.
90 For example from combustion gases by absorption or
membrane capture.
91 CO2 purity is important for catalytic processes.
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Figure 2-7: Chemical utilisation of CO2 as a carbon source for industrial plastics (diagram: M. Beller).

trating CO2 before the step of CO2 conver
sion into methanol, the energy required
for concentration could be for example
five times higher, which would raise the
energy input to 14 per cent of the chem
ically stored energy. (This value would be
somewhat lower, approx. 11 per cent, for
methane formation and slightly higher for
other substances such as ethanol.)
Research is currently being carried
out into the development of improved
chemical technologies for concentrating
CO2.92 Pilot plants for concentrating CO2
from ambient air have already been built,
some in the context of company startups, so the technology can be considered
technically feasible. Costs for future sys
tems (including investment and capi
tal costs) per tonne of concentrated CO2
could amount to US$ 100 to 200, but esti
mates are as yet unreliable (cost estimates
ranging from US$ 30 to 1,000 per tonne
of CO2).93 CO2 can thus be used as a raw
material, but using CO2 as a carbon source
is an order of magnitude more costly than
using coal.

In biological photosynthesis, CO2
conversion proceeds without prior con
centration. It would obviously be of great
interest to develop artificial (chemical)
systems which bypass the CO2 concen
tration step or directly couple it with
catalytic CO2 reduction in order to reduce
energy losses distinctly closer to the the
oretical minimum. So far, only relatively
little such "high risk – high gain" research
is being pursued.
In addition, the energy required
for recirculation must be provided from
non-fossil sources and without generating
additional CO2. In general, "energy-rich"
reagents (in the case of polycarbonates
these are epoxides based on fossil re
sources) or costly reductive processes are
required in order to convert CO2 into oth
er organic fine or bulk chemicals, materi
als or fuels.94
Direct or indirect CO2 reduction
Possible scenarios for new large scale
industrial conversions of CO2 into bulk
products include direct reduction with hy
drogen to yield methane, methanol or al

92 Olfe-Kräutlein et al. 2016, p. 8.
93 Sanz-Perez et al. 2016.

94 Liu et al. 2015.
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kanes. Numerous homogeneous and het
erogeneous catalysts are known for such
transformations.95 Complete reduction to
methane can be successfully carried out
with the assistance of nickel-based cata
lysts, while methanol is produced using
copper-based catalysts. Heterogeneous
materials, which are suitable for indus
trial applications after further optimisa
tion, are predominantly used for these
two products. Formic acid derivatives of
CO2 can be produced both with molecu
larly defined complex catalysts and with
nanostructured heterogeneous catalysts.
Industrial implementation of any of these
processes will entail, in addition to opti
misation of the catalyst systems, the avail
ability of inexpensive reducing agents ob
tained from renewable energy sources.96
The conversion of CO2 into metha
nol will be presented here by way of ex
ample. The process has been put into
commercial operation in a geothermal
ly powered demonstration plant in Ice
land (Carbon Recycling International).
The methanol obtained can be used for
producing both motor fuel and chemical
products. There could thus be a prospect
of large scale industrial production of ace
tic acid (using the Monsanto process from
methanol and CO) and the conversion of
methanol into propylene using the MTP
process. Propylene in turn is widely used
as a starting material for a series of organ
ic materials (see figure 2-7) ranging from
polypropylene (material) via polyacrylic
acids (inter alia superabsorbents in hy
giene products) to polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
fibres. The latter are the basis not only for
modern textiles ("Dralon") but also for
carbon fibres which are used in the pro
duction of lightweight materials in the au
tomotive sector and for wind turbines for
energy generation. Oxidation of propylene
to yield propylene oxide provides access to
further important polymeric materials for

cosmetics, foodstuffs and medical prod
ucts and the production of polyurethanes
(PU). In principle, a major part of today's
bulk chemicals can be made sustainably
available in this way (see figure 2-7).97
In addition to rapidly carrying out
a sequence of processes (production of
hydrogen from renewable energy and
subsequent catalytic reduction of carbon
dioxide), direct photo- and electrocata
lytic conversions of carbon dioxide are of
greater interest in the medium and long
term because they can be more energy-ef
ficient. Reductions of CO2 to yield carbon
monoxide (CO), formic acid derivatives,
methane or ethylene are already known
in principle. Which product is ultimate
ly obtained depends on the catalyst or
electrode used, these in turn determining
not only selectivity but also the speed of
reaction. Challenges for the future are
here in particular the use of inexpensive,
non-toxic metals and the development of
systems with long-term stability.
2.2.6 Ammonia production
Ammonia (NH3) is a very important com
modity chemical and is also being dis
cussed as an energy carrier. Ammonia is
currently known in particular for its use
as an agricultural fertiliser. However, vir
tually all industrial processes which result
in nitrogenous compounds (for example
nylon production) are also based on am
monia. The availability of this compound
is therefore essential to humanity today.
Some future scenarios, however, go even
further and consider NH3 and ammonia
derivatives such as hydrazine (N2H4) or
aminoborane (H3BNH3) as also being po
tentially worthwhile carbon-free, molec
ular hydrogen carriers and fuels with a
high energy density.98

95 Porosoff et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2011.

97 Using CO2 as a raw material for producing organic
chemicals cannot by itself prevent global climate
change. Producing "solar fuels" based on carbon dioxide
and renewable energy could, however, make a signifi
cant contribution to reducing CO2 emissions.

96 Liu et al. 2015.

98 Lan/Tao 2014, Comotti/Frigo 2015.
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At present, ammonia is produced
industrially (global annual production
around 200 million tonnes) almost ex
clusively on the basis of fossil resources
(primarily natural gas) using the HaberBosch process; production is carried out
in large plants worldwide (including in
Germany).99 The second raw material for
synthesising ammonia is air, 80 per cent
of which consists of molecular nitrogen
(N2). Nitrogen is thus much more read
ily available than CO2, but is also one of
the most inert molecules known. The di
rect reaction with H2 to yield NH3 in the
Haber-Bosch process thus requires high
temperatures and pressures, which re
sults in the process having a huge energy
footprint. Industrial ammonia production
is accordingly considered to be respon
sible for around 1 to 2 per cent of global
CO2 emissions. Developing alternative
processes for a sustainable production of
ammonia is therefore likewise a major
technological challenge.
"Green" ammonia could, on the one
hand, be synthesised by reacting sustaina
bly produced hydrogen (for example from
artificial photosynthesis) with N2 from the
air in conventional Haber-Bosch plants.
The primary problem to be solved in this
case would be that of obtaining high purity
nitrogen. In the Haber-Bosch process, the
latter arises automatically as a secondary
product of the upstream steam reforming
of natural gas with air (by means of which
the hydrogen for the process is usually ob
tained). Pure nitrogen, on the other hand,
is currently obtained by air liquefaction
(Linde process) which is itself very ener
gy-intensive.
Electrochemical processes, on the
other hand, are a less energy-demand
ing way of obtaining NH3. Such processes
theoretically have the potential to reduce
energy consumption in ammonia produc
tion by around 20 per cent and to avoid

the high costs of high-pressure synthesis
plants.100 Both molecular and heterogene
ous catalysts for the electrochemical re
duction of N2 in solution are currently in
development.101
The production of ammonia as a
fuel and valuable substance is therefore
currently the least developed branch of
artificial photosynthesis. In the light of
its elevated potential for CO2 savings and
its major significance for the foreseeable
future for feeding humanity, greater at
tention should however be paid to it as a
possible target process for the conversion
of solar energy.

2.3 Artificial photosynthesis –
systems integration
The goal of artificial photosynthesis is to
develop systems in which the process
es of light absorption, charge separation
and conversion of materials into fuels or
valuable products are integrated to form
a functional unit. Such systems will ul
timately have to be scaled up for appli
cation to a number of square kilometres
(light capture area) in size and gigawatts
in power if they are to be able to produce
bulk products such as hydrogen, meth
anol or ethylene at favourable prices in
centralised plants. The apparatus should
additionally have a service life of at least
ten years in order to recoup the initially
required investment in energy and capital.
Large devices of this type do not yet exist,
but there are smaller scale demonstra
tion devices operated by various research
groups. Most of these are for splitting wa
ter to produce H2,102 some for reducing
CO2103 or combinations of the two, for ex
100 Giddey et al. 2013.
101 In approaches involving an aqueous solution, it must
be borne in mind that, although the concentration of
nitrogen in air is very high in comparison with CO2, the
solubility of nitrogen in water is very low in compari
son with the solubility of CO2.
102 Ager et al. 2015.

99 Bertau et al. 2013.

103 Schreier et al. 2015.
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ample to produce higher alcohols.104 Some
current examples of such devices with an
increasing degree of integration are pre
sented below. 105

Accordingly, at least three series-connect
ed silicon cells are necessary to generate
the voltage of only a little below 2 volts
which is conventionally required for elec
trocatalytic water splitting. Alternatively,
2.3.1 Separate PV-driven electrolysis systems the voltage of the solar cell(s) can also be
Probably the simplest structure for a sys raised by electronic voltage converters to
tem for artificial photosynthesis is a so the level required by the electrolyser. This
lar cell which drives an electrolysis cell conversion can proceed with high effi
(cf. section 2.2.4). Under operating con ciency (over 90 per cent) but is associated
ditions, typical silicon-based solar cells with higher complexity and costs for the
generate a voltage of 0.5 to 0.7 volts. overall system. Another approach is solar

System efficiency in solar energy conversion
In photovoltaic modules, solar energy conversion efficiency is defined as the ratio between the
total intensity of solar radiation incident on the module (Wsolar in W/m2) and the electrical power
at solar module output (Wproduct in W/m2):
Φsolar = Wproduct/Wsolar
For example, if in full sunlight (approx. 1,000 W/m2) the electrical output power is 180 W/
m2, the value of Φsolar is 18 per cent, which is at present a typical value for a silicon-based
photovoltaic module. The conditions and measurement protocols for determining Φsolar are
internationally standardised, so ensuring good comparability of this performance parameter.
The same result is obtained if, instead of the powers (Wproduct, Wsolar) , Φsolar is calculated by relating the power of the incident sunlight (Esolar) over one hour to the electrical energy (Eproduct)
generated over the same period:
Φsolar = Eproduct/Esolar
In the above example of a typical photovoltaic module, Esolar would be one kilowatt-hour
(kWh) and Eproduct 0.18 kWh.
If the solar energy is used to form fuels, the above equation for calculating Φsolar can again be
used but Eproduct then indicates the chemically stored energy. This can be defined in various
ways, but the Φsolar values obtained usually differ only slightly. It is simplest to define the
chemically stored energy as a gross calorific value, i.e. as the energy which would be released
again as heat on combustion of the substance produced using solar energy.105 Φsolar is not necessarily a meaningful performance parameter for the production of specific valuable products
for which the emphasis is not on chemical energy storage.

104 Chong et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2016.
105 If the substances produced are used as fuels in a fuel
cell, Gibbs energy should be used to calculate Φsolar.
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In photovoltaic modules, Φsolar is only comparatively slightly dependent on sunlight intensity, temperature and season. This is not the case for solar energy use by plants, algae and
cyanobacteria. For instance, the rate of photosynthesis is saturated at relatively high light
intensities. The value of Φsolar is thus substantially lower at maximum levels of sunlight than
at a low sunlight intensity. Marked temperature dependency phenomena and major seasonal
fluctuations also occur. The above equation for calculating Φsolar can however still be used
to obtain an indicative value for the efficiency of solar energy utilisation. This is achieved by
relating the energy of the incident solar radiation over a full year to the energy of the fuel
produced over one year. For crop plants, this would be for example the gross calorific value
of the biomass harvested over the course of a year. The Φsolar values obtained in this way are
typically distinctly below 1 per cent.106
In artificial photosynthesis, the issue of light saturation as an adaptation between the characteristics of light absorption and primary charge separation on the one hand and the catalytic reactions on the other hand is being discussed. The role played by coordination of the
sub-processes and light saturation in determining Φsolar will have to be separately established
for each newly developed artificial photosynthesis system.
Solar energy conversion efficiency must not be confused with quantum efficiency, which can
reach values in excess of 90 per cent in both photovoltaic systems and biological photosynthesis. A high quantum efficiency is a necessary prerequisite but in no way a guarantee of a
high Φsolar value. Quantum efficiency alone is therefore of only subordinate significance in the
assessment of technological performance.

cells which consist of a plurality of stacked
absorber materials. Some such "tandem"
solar cells generate voltages of over 2 volts
and are thus capable of driving electroly
sers for H2 production. One current exam
ple is a water splitting system developed
at Stanford University which consists of a
three layer solar cell of III-V semiconduc
tors and two electrolysers with a polymer
electrolyte membrane which operate at 80
degrees Celsius.06107 The solar cell generates
around 3 volts when irradiated with (48
times) concentrated sunlight which drives
the two series-connected electrolysers.
Over 48 hours of operation, the system
achieved an average efficiency of 30 per
cent and thus the highest value so far for
photoelectrochemical water splitting.
Costs are the greatest challenge fac
ing PV-driven electrolysis systems. All the

components (including the control elec
tronics) have to be individually produced
and then assembled with one another. In
photovoltaics, such "system costs" in ad
dition to material costs for the actual solar
cell often account for over 25 per cent of
the total cost of a module.108 A further chal
lenge is that of transferring the waste heat
from the solar absorber to the electrolysis
modules, so making it utilisable for the
electrochemical reactions.
2.3.2 Integrated photovoltaics/electrolysis
systems
Some of the stated disadvantages of sepa
rate PV-driven electrolysis systems could
possibly be overcome by combining light
harvesting and electrolysis in a single ap
paratus. For example, the system costs
(glass, frame, wiring) of such an integrat
ed system would probably prove to be
lower. As a result of the spatial vicinity of

106 Blankenship et al. 2011.
107 Jia et al. 2016.

108 National Renewable Energy Laboratory 2015.
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light absorption and electrolysis, the heat
evolved by the photoactive material could
additionally be utilised to increase reac
tion rates. Moreover, the current density
of such systems would be similar to the
photon current and thus twenty to a hun
dred times lower than in the commercial
electrolysers used in separate systems.
Lower requirements are therefore placed
on the catalyst, such that it is today al
ready possible to use substantially less
costly materials instead of noble met
al-containing compounds.
Proofs of concept of such systems have
already been provided,019110 although these
have mainly been apparatuses with a
small area. For instance, researchers at
Forschungszentrum Jülich have recently
reported an integrated electrolysis system
with a size of around 50 square centime
tres (see figure 2-8), in which commercial

ly available nickel catalysts for forming H2
or O2 were applied to two series-connect
ed silicon-based thin-film tandem solar
cells.111 This small area assembly achieved
an efficiency of 3.9 per cent, could be op
erated for forty hours without any major
loss of activity and would in principle be
scalable to substantially larger areas be
cause it contains no rare or particularly
costly individual components.
It goes without saying, however,
that challenges still remain here: the rel
atively large active area of the apparatus
makes it difficult to produce and to collect
the gaseous products at high pressures
(which would be desirable at least for H2
as a fuel). Moreover, as shown, mem
branes are necessary for separating the
two sub-processes and these are neither
inexpensive nor stable over extended pe
riods.

Sunlight

Base unit

H2

H+

H++O2

H2O

Glass

Electrolyte

Nickel-filled epoxy

Front contact

Membrane

Insulating epoxy

Solar cell

Anode

Back plate

Back contact

Cathode

Figure 2-8: Integrated system for photoelectrochemical water splitting (explanations in the text, diagram after
Forschungszentrum Jülich).109

109 Ager et al. 2015.
110 Turan er al. 2016.

111 Turan et al. 2016.
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2.3.3 Photoelectrocatalysis on semiconductor surfaces
The preceding sections have discussed
light absorption and electrochemistry as
separate processes. They can, however,
also be combined by carrying out the
electrochemical reactions directly on the
surface of the light-absorbing semicon
ductor. The efficiencies of the process
es which take place on such solid-liquid
interfaces are in principle identical to
those of photovoltaic systems. In contrast
with PV systems, in which the interfac
es have to be tailored to requirements,
sometimes with not inconsiderable ef
fort, during the production process, the
semiconductor-electrolyte contacts are
formed "automatically" on immersion of
the semiconductor into the solution. This
concept was first implemented in 1972 by
Fujishima and Honda, specifically based
on titanium dioxide (TiO2) as photoelec
trocatalyst material. However, only a very
small proportion of the solar energy could
be converted in this way because titanium
dioxide absorbs only the UV range of the
solar spectrum. A search was therefore
then begun for alternative semiconductor
compounds which were stable in water
and had a smaller band gap in order to
be able also to use visible light for charge
separation. In most cases, these require
ments are met by a combination of two
semiconductor materials arranged one
above the other in what are known as tan
dem cells in order to achieve a sufficient
photovoltage despite the lower energy of
visible photons. The band structure of the
material should moreover match the re
dox potentials for water oxidation and re
duction and the surface reaction kinetics
should be rapid.
Although some highly promising
materials for such cells have been known
for many years, none of them has yet
met all the requirements for industrial
use.112 Bismuth vanadate (BiVO4), for ex
112 Sivula/van de Krol 2016.

ample, has some advantages: this yellow
pigment is very inexpensive, is stable in
water at a neutral pH and exhibits very
good light absorption characteristics.
Indeed, with BiVO4 and silicon as the
semiconductor materials, efficiencies
of 5 per cent have been achieved with a
photoelectrochemical cell using solar en
ergy for hydrogen production.113 Howev
er, the main drawback of the material is,
as with TiO2, its excessively large band
gap of 2.4 electron volts which limits the
theoretically usable fraction of the solar
energy to 9.3 per cent. A material which
would be better in this respect (and still
more inexpensive) would be the iron
oxide haematite (Fe2O3), whose smaller
band gap of 2.1 electron volts would al
low to use 15 per cent of the solar energy.
However, the electron-hole pairs pro
duced by light recombine extraordinar
ily quickly in haematite so it is doubtful
whether such high efficiencies could ever
be achieved with this material.114
Two research routes are currently
being pursued in order to overcome the
limitations of known semiconductor ma
terials for photoelectrodes. On the one
hand, a search is being conducted for
completely new materials with suitable
band gaps and good chemical stability.
A virtually unlimited number of combi
nations of elements is generally possible
and it is to be expected that broadly di
rected materials research (for example
in the context of the "Materials Genome
Initiative"115) will allow the identification
of new, highly suitable materials. Tradi
tional trial and error searches are today
increasingly being replaced by compu
ter-assisted processes and automated
high throughput methods and these have
already made it possible to track down
several highly promising new absorber

113 Abdi et al. 2013.
114 Carbon nitrides or polymers may also be used in addi
tion to metal-containing materials.
115 https://www.mgi.gov/content/materials-project.
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Figure 2-9: Diagram of A a wireless cell (artificial leaf) and B a wired two-electrode (PEC) cell for water splitting. Both
approaches use identical light absorbers and catalysts.116

materials for further study.61117 Alternative
ly, various already known materials could
be combined in order to get closer to the
desired characteristics. For instance, ul
tra-thin (< 100 nanometre), electrically
conductive protective layers for semi
conductor surfaces have been developed
which prevent direct contact between the
semiconductor and solution and so in
crease from minutes to days the service
life of for example copper oxide photo
cathodes or photoanode materials which
are susceptible to corrosion, such as Si,
InP or GaAs.118 Another example is the
functionalisation of semiconductor sur
faces with electrocatalysts, which allows
the low catalytic activity of some semi
conductor surfaces to be significantly im

proved. Such catalysts are deposited as
nanoparticles or covalently bonded mol
ecules on the surface in the form of thin,
inorganic layers.119 In many cases, organic
or inorganic layers are moreover capable
of suppressing surface recombination of
the semiconductor and thus considerably
improve the photovoltage and efficiency
of the system.120
Huge steps forward in knowledge
have been made in recent years about the
processes at the surfaces of semiconduc
tor materials which have been coated with
protective or catalyst layers. This is ap
parent, for example, from the recently de
veloped concept of "adaptive interfaces".
These are contacts which differ funda

117 Yan et al. 2017.

119 Increasing semiconductor stability under reaction
conditions is a further important motivation behind the
search for new electrocatalysts.

118 Hu et al. 2015

120 Zachäus et al. 2017.

116 Diagram after Reece et al. 2011.
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mentally both from conventional semi
conductor-electrolyte interfaces and from
"packaged" photovoltaic contacts in that
their characteristics are influenced by the
redox state of the catalyst layer applied
onto them.121 Further thorough investi
gations are, however, required in order
to obtain a detailed understanding and
improved production of such adaptive
interfaces. This will also require the de
velopment of new investigatory methods,
such as X-ray spectroscopy or electron
microscopy measurements during pho
toelectrocatalysis using in operando or in
situ techniques.

2.3.4 Artificial leaves
The currently most highly integrated ar
tificial photosynthesis systems are "ar
tificial leaves". They combine all the
light-absorbing materials and catalytic
centres in a single, sometimes paper-thin
unit without external wires. One example,
which was publicised in 2011 and met with
considerable media interest, is shown
schematically in figure 2-9. Although the
conceptual simplicity of artificial leaves
is attractive, they also have clear disad
vantages. For instance, some of the sub
stances participating in the reaction have
to get from one side of the leaf to the

122
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Figure 2-10: Artificial leaf concept in which light-harvesting nanowires are embedded in a proton-conducting membrane.122

121 Nellist et al. 2016.
122 After JCAP, cf. Marshall 2014, p. 24.
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 ther, which considerably slows down the
o
overall reaction. As a consequence, the
leaf from figure 2-9 for example achieves
only approximately half the system effi
ciency of the "wired" variant which is also
shown. Ion-permeable membranes with
directly integrated light absorbers and
catalytic centres are an elegant solution
to the problem of proton transport. Pro
totypes of this design have already been
presented by the USA's JCAP consortium
(see figure 2-10), but the practical imple
mentation of such a system, which is very
complicated to manufacture on a square
kilometre scale, is a challenge which is yet
to be solved.
2.3.5 Systems integration in a nutshell
The preceding sections have shown that
the design of complete and efficient ar
tificial photosynthesis apparatuses with
long-term stability is still at an early stage
and generally requires close collaboration
between science and engineering, which
is, however, currently still unusual in this
field. It has nevertheless already been
shown that bringing together the compo
nents, which are often very well under
stood as "individual parts" (see sections 2.1
and 2.2), is entirely possible and can result
in functional overall systems. At the same
time, it has become clear that systems in
tegration is associated with new, some
times very major, scientific challenges.
Moreover, such apparatuses are currently
produced in such small sizes and numbers
that it has not yet been possible to esti
mate whether and to what extent integrat
ed systems in the field of artificial photo
synthesis actually have technological and/
or economic advantages over approaches
such as coupling spatially separate photo
voltaic and electrolysis modules.

2.4 Alternative approaches
Common features of the approaches to
artificial photosynthesis presented up
until this point are that, as an initial pro

cess, they all start from charge separation
brought about by light absorption and they
primarily convert small molecules such as
water or carbon dioxide. The desired fuels
and valuable products such as hydrogen,
methane, polymers or pharmaceutical
substances are then obtained on the basis
of H2O and CO2. Two prominent alterna
tive artificial photosynthesis concepts will
be presented below. Both of them aim,
once again, to produce compounds indus
trially using sunlight as the energy source.
However, they differ fundamentally in at
least one aspect of the process from the
previously explained reaction sequences.
2.4.1 Use of visible light for chemical
synthesis
Plastics, paints, medicines or plant pro
tection products are produced by chemical
syntheses. A considerable quantity of en
ergy is always required for such synthesis
reactions. In conventional syntheses, this
process energy is provided by the starting
materials (often substances which are ob
tained from fossil resources such as oil or
coal) or supplied externally for example
by heating the reaction mixture. Sunlight
would here be an attractive alternative en
ergy source for chemical syntheses.123
However, most starting materials
for chemical syntheses absorb virtually no
visible light. Photocatalysts are therefore
required which absorb solar energy and
then provide this for example for redox
reactions, in which, in contrast to the pro
cesses presented in sections 2.1 to 2.3, it
is also possible to convert molecules with
a very complicated structure (for example
active pharmaceutical ingredients).
One particular advantage of photo
catalysis resides in the selective excitation
of the catalysts. Since the catalysts can
only be excited in a targeted manner with
light of appropriate energy, secondary
123 Artificial illumination by LED could also be attractive
here since this permits controllable and constant con
ditions (but would result in lower energy efficiency).
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Chemical products
Oxidation
Photoredox catalysis

Chemical starting materials
Reduction

Chemical products
Figure 2-11: Direct use of daylight for chemical syntheses by photoredox catalysis (diagram: B. König).

reactions can be avoided and very mild
reaction conditions ensured. The inject
ed solar energy then makes it possible to
carry out chemical reactions, which would
otherwise have to be activated for exam
ple by heating, at temperatures as low as
room temperature.
Building on work dating from the
1980s and 1990s, photoredox catalysis
(figure 2-11) has developed into a very ac
tive field of research over the last 15 years.
The methods which are already available
make it possible to initiate chemo-, re
gio- and stereo-selective reactions even
of complex starting molecules with visible
light in the presence of suitable photocat
alysts at room temperature. Initial indus
trial applications have been established
for drug manufacture.
Despite the huge progress made in
this field of research over the last decade,
challenges still remain to be solved if the
technology is to be put to widespread and
efficient use. For instance, the stability of
many photocatalysts under "production
conditions" is too low and their energy
efficiency also leaves something to be de
sired (~ 1%). The photophysical processes
of light absorption and charge separation
are generally very rapid, while coupled
chemical reactions require more time.
This leads to major energy losses and low
yields in synthesis and makes the devel
opment of new photocatalysts necessary.

Since the energy of a visible photon is low
in comparison with chemical bond en
ergies, it has so far only been possible to
activate relatively weak bonds photocat
alytically. New concepts in which, on the
model of biological photosynthesis, the
energy from a number of photoexcitations
is accumulated and then used for a single
chemical transformation can overcome
this limitation and need to be further de
veloped. Additionally, as described above,
photocatalytic water oxidation could
provide reducing equivalents for chemi
cal reactions. Combining photocatalytic
water oxidation with chemical and bio
technological synthesis processes could
provide access to chemical products with
great value added. Finally, innovations in
process engineering are also necessary, so
that artificial photosynthesis can be effi
ciently integrated into chemical produc
tion processes.
2.4.2 Synthetic fuels from solar thermochemical conversion
In addition to the artificial photosyn
thesis concepts described above which,
as an "initial process", all start from
light-induced charge separation, valua
ble products such as H2, CH4 or kerosene
can also be obtained from H2O and CO2
by "solar-thermal" processes. The sun
light is here focused with the assistance
of mirror arrays onto a reactor, in which
the products are then formed at tempera
tures of 1,000 degrees Celsius and above.
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As shown in figure 2-12, "synthesis gas"
(a mixture of H2 and CO) can be produced
in this way for example from H2O and
CO2 and then converted using the well-
established Fischer-Tropsch process into
liquid hydrocarbons which can be used as
fuels.
This route has been investigated for
example by the aerospace industry for the
production of "solar kerosene" because
there will for the foreseeable future prob
ably be no alternative to carbon-based liq
uid aviation fuels. The project determined
a theoretical efficiency of around 40 per
cent for this solar-thermal process,124125 but
the values achieved to date have remained
distinctly below this maximum value.
There are, however, two fundamental fac
tors to be borne in mind in relation to this
in principle highly attractive technology
which has also already been demonstrated
up to a kilowatt scale: the process is tech
nically complex and can only be carried
out in large plants which require high in
itial investment. Moreover, solar thermal
energy systems need a high level of direct

sunlight and should therefore primarily
be sited in regions with a hot, dry climate
(thus for example in north Africa, but not
in Germany).

2.5 Summary
This section has outlined the very dif
ferent approaches, the huge potential,
but also the numerous challenges asso
ciated with the artificial photosynthesis
approach. Many of the systems present
ed exist at present at best as laboratory
prototypes, only in part or even only on
paper. It may nevertheless be stated that
researchers worldwide have been able to
make considerable progress in all the ar
eas presented here, in particular over the
last decade and a half, and therefore the
possibility of large scale industrial pro
duction of fuels and valuable products
using sunlight as the sole energy source
appears much more probable today than
it did at the start of the 21st century. As
section 3 below will show, quite apart
from the purely technical issues of feasi
bility, social, political and ethical consid

H2O
CO2

Sunlight
Syngas
(CO, H2)

Fischer-Tropsch
process

Fuels (e.g.
kerosene)

O2
Mirror array, often several
hectares in area

50-150 m tall tower
with solar reactor

Figure 2-12: Solar-thermal process for producing aviation fuels (explanations in the text).125

124 http://www.solar-jet.aero.
125 After DLR Almeria (Spain), http://www.psa.es/en/
index.php.
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erations will certainly also play a part in
the large scale industrial implementation
because they have an impact on issues of
acceptance and risk assessment as well as
economic consequences. As the research

currently stands, it is only possible to
make limited statements about this, so, to
clarify matters, table 2-2 brings the vari
ous concepts together and outlines their
advantages and drawbacks.

Table 2-2: Concepts for biological, artificial and alternative photosynthesis systems.

Advantages

Drawbacks

Biological, modified and hybrid
photosynthesis
(section 2.1)

• Living, photosynthesising cells as
starting point: evolutionarily optimised, multipliable by cell division,
often very robust thanks to "selfrepair"
• Biological/biochemical understanding of many processes now very
good: many "tools" can be used to
modify cell metabolism
• Huge diversity of possible valuable
products, for example active pharmaceutical ingredients, polymers or
foodstuffs

• Energy conversion efficiency of
biological photosynthesis is generally low and can be improved but
is quite likely not to be usable for
large-scale production of fuels such
as H2 or methanol
• Challenge: selective production of
the desired products and isolating
them from the cells
• Combining biological and technical
systems (hybrid photosynthesis) has
great potential but is still at a very
early stage of development

Artificial
photosynthesis
(sections 2.2, 2.3)

• Reaction rates, energy efficiency
• Completely synthetic molecules or
and stability of many components
materials as starting point; theoretiare currently often still too low by a
cally almost unlimited potential for
factor of at least around 5 to 10
variation and optimisation
• Good "candidates" are today availa- • Raw materials (for example noble
metals for catalysis) and manufacble for industrial application for all
turing methods (for example for
the sub-reactions currently considemulti-layer artificial leaves) are still
red to be central (light absorption,
too costly for application
catalysis of the formation of H2 and
• Although more effectively usable,
O2, and CO2 reduction)
the routes for obtaining carbon• Bringing these components together
containing products (CH3OH, C2H4,
into functional artificial photosynthesis apparatuses (in particular for
CO etc.) are currently still not
H2) has already been successfully
energy-efficient enough and are
often unselective; moreover the
demonstrated in some pilot projects
raw material CO2 can at present
be obtained from the air only with
difficulty

Alternative
approaches
(section 2.4)

• Many, often already known possibilities for using photocatalysis for
example to synthesise cosmetics or
foodstuffs
• Successful use of solar furnaces for
producing relatively large quantities
of fuels (for example kerosene) via
high-temperature processes

• Comparatively low CO2-saving potential of synthetic photochemistry
• Solar furnaces are mainly operated
as large, complicated plants with
high capital costs and are therefore
only cost-effective in locations with
high intensity sunlight
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3. State of research and social context

3.1 Research activities and funding
programmes
Following the pattern of section 2, a selec
tion of research groups and funding pro
grammes in Germany, Europe and world
wide will be presented below with the aim
of providing some example insights into
current activities.
3.1.1 Germany
As long ago as the 1990s, the biotech
nological use of natural and genetically
modified photosynthesis was the subject
of a wide-ranging collaborative research
project funded by the Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF) entitled
"Foundations for a biotechnological and
biomimetic approach to hydrogen pro
duction" ("Grundlagen für einen biotech
nologischen und biomimetischen Ansatz
der Wasserstoffproduktion"). More recent
activities investigating and developing ar
tificial photosynthesis have been taking
place in Germany in the context of numer
ous individual projects and also relatively
small research groups which are at pres
ent supported by various funding pro
grammes. For example, sub-processes of
artificial photosynthesis (as in section 2.2
of this position paper) are being investi
gated at TU Darmstadt as part of German
Research Foundation Priority Programme
SPP 1613 "Fuels Produced Regenerative
ly Through Light-Driven Water Splitting"
("Regenerativ erzeugte Brennstoffe durch
lichtgetriebene Wasserspaltung")126. This
programme focuses on aspects ranging
from the investigation of fundamental

processes of catalytic water splitting by the
light or dark reactions to science-based
evaluation and the formulation of applica
tion-oriented engineering strategies. The
priority programme is in its second fund
ing phase (2015 to 2018).
The Max Planck Institute for
Chemical Energy Conversion founded in
Mülheim an der Ruhr in 2012 is likewise
focusing on sub-processes of artificial
photosynthesis. It is investigating the fun
damental chemical processes of energy
conversion in order to assist with the de
velopment of new, high-performance cat
alysts.127 The storage of energy in chemi
cal compounds is the main topic, with the
catalytic splitting of water being of central
significance.
The "Renewable Energies" and
"Energy Materials" divisions of the Helm
holtz-Zentrum Berlin für Materialien und
Energie (HZB) are working on aspects of
artificial photosynthesis,128 in particular
complex material systems (see section
2.3) for thin-film photovoltaics for pro
ducing solar fuels. The recently founded
Helmholtz Institute Erlangen-Nürnberg
for Renewable Energy (HI-ERN)129 is ad
dressing sub-aspects of the chemical stor
age of renewable energy.
The development of pilot and
demonstration projects is a priority for
the BMBF-funded "Power-to-X" Koperni
kus Project, with technologies which con
vert electricity from renewable sources
127 https://cec.mpg.de/home/.

126 http://www.solarh2.tu-darmstadt.de/solarh2/index.
de.jsp.

128 http://www.helmholtz-berlin.de/.
129 http://www.hi-ern.de/hi-ern/en/home.html.
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into material energy stores, energy carri
ers and energy-intensive chemical prod
ucts.130 Products are for example gaseous
substances such as hydrogen or methane,
liquid substances such as motor fuels for
mobility or basic chemicals for the chem
icals industry. Central research themes of
the project are medium- and large-scale
electrolysis systems for producing hydro
gen from excess power from wind and so
lar generation and analyses for trialling
various process Power-to-X routes. Over
all, 18 research institutions, 27 industrial
companies and three civil society organi
sations (such as Friends of the Earth Ger
many (BUND e.V.)) are involved in this
initiative, which was launched in 2016
and is set to run for ten years.
The aim of the BMBF "CO2Plus"
funding initiative, which runs from 2016
to 2019, is to develop methods for pro
ducing basic chemicals from CO2.131 There
are 13 collaborative research projects with
participants from universities, research
institutions and industry working on the
priority areas "CO2 capture", "CO2 as a
building block for chemical primary ma
terials" and "Electro- and photocatalytic
activation of CO2".
Eight industrial companies work
ing together with the Max Planck Society
and the Fraunhofer Society and universi
ties are jointly developing a globally usa
ble solution for converting blast furnace
waste gases into precursors for fuels,
plastics or fertilisers. The hydrogen re
quired to do so is produced using excess
electricity from renewable energy sources.
Using the "Carbon2Chem" approach132 20
million tonnes of Germany's annual CO2
discharges from the steel sector will in fu
ture be made economically usable. This
corresponds to 10 per cent of annual CO2
130 http://www.kopernikus-projekte.de/projekte/pow
er-to-x.
131 http://www.chemieundco2.de/de/.
132 https://www.bmbf.de/de/mit-abgas-das-klima-ret
ten-3044.html.

emissions from German industrial pro
cesses and manufacturing.
3.1.2 Europe
A current European Commission report
on artificial photosynthesis states that, of
150 research groups worldwide, 60 per
cent are active in Europe "with the larg
est numbers of research groups located in
Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and
the UK"133.
Scheduled to run for five years, the
Dutch "Biosolar Cells" project included
ten research institutions and 45 compa
nies and had the aim of optimising the use
of solar energy by plants, algae and bacte
ria (see section 2.1).134 The intention was
to enable more sustainable production of
foodstuffs, energy and raw materials and
the project also promoted public debate of
the issues involved.
The Swedish Consortium for Arti
ficial Photosynthesis was founded as long
ago as 1993 and brings together academic
partners who carry out interdisciplinary
research (with a focus on molecular bi
ology and catalysis research) into new
approaches to obtaining solar fuels (pri
marily via the water splitting route, see
section 2.2).135
In Great Britain, SolarCAP – Con
sortium for Artificial photosynthesis, a
consortium of academic research insti
tutions funded by the Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council is
investigating new pathways for using
solar energy to produce fuels and valu
able products.136 The focus of research
here is on catalytically coated semi
conductor nanoparticles which harvest
light and to which catalysts, for instance
for CO2 reduction, are attached. The
133 Directorate-General of Research and Innovation (Eu
ropean Commission) 2016.
134 http://www.biosolarcells.nl/en/home.html.
135 http://solarfuel.se/.
136 http://www.solarcap.org.uk/.
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"UK Solar Fuels Network" is now coor
dinating activities in Great Britain.137
Most of the initiatives and consortia in
Europe thus have a national focus. One
pan-European project which can be men
tioned is the Joint Programme "Advanced
Materials and Processes for Energy Ap
plication" (AMPEA)138 of the European
Energy Research Alliance which focuses
on new materials and their modelling and
characterisation.
The European Commission has
launched a €5 million prize "Fuel from
the Sun: Artificial Photosynthesis" to run
over the period from 2017 to 2021 which
is intended to stimulate the development
of usable, innovative systems for produc
ing fuels from sunlight.139
3.1.3 Worldwide
There are major research networks outside
Europe, in particular in the USA, Japan
and South Korea. The US Joint Center for
Artificial Photosynthesis (JCAP), which
has good links with German and Europe
an research groups (see box), will be pre
sented in somewhat more detail here.
SOFI, the Solar Fuels Institute,
based at Northwestern University (Evan
ston, Illinois, USA) is a global network of
research institutes and industrial partners
whose goal is "to support the development
of an efficient and cost-effective system
that uses sunlight to produce a liquid
fuel"140. In 2012, the Japanese Ministries
for the Economy and for Science set up
the "Japan Technological Research Asso
ciation of Artificial Photosynthetic Chem
ical Process" (ARPChem), a consortium of
universities and companies carrying out
catalysis and materials research, includ
ing investigations into the photoelectro
137 http://solarfuelsnetwork.com/.
138 https://www.eera-set.eu/eera-joint-programmes-jps/
advanced-materials-and-processes-for-energy-applica
tion-ampea/.

catalytic conversion of water and sunlight
into hydrogen.141 The budget for the 2012
to 2021 period is €122 million.142
The Korean Center for Artificial
Photosynthesis, KCAP, is a ten year pro
gramme (launched 2009, total budget
€40 million143). Funded by the National
Research Foundation of Korea, it works
in particular on materials development
for photoelectrocatalysis and the develop
ment of systems for artificial photosynthe
sis, thus both basic research and technical
development with the goal of commercial
exploitation.144
Research is stimulated by the award
of prizes. The US$20 million NRG COSIA
Carbon XPRIZE rewards the development
of technologies which convert CO2 into
valuable products.145 The goal is to achieve
a worldwide reduction in CO2 emissions.
In Israel, the "Eric and Sheila Sam
son Prime Minister’s Prize for Innovation
in Alternative Fuels for Transportation"
was launched in 2011, with prize money
of US$1 million.146 Each year, one or two
scientists who have made innovations or
technological breakthroughs in this field
receive an award.
A global artificial photosynthesis
project has also been proposed,147 but has
not so far borne any fruit.

141 https://www.natureindex.com/institution-outputs/
japan/japan-technological-research-association-of-ar
tificialphotosynthetic-chemical-process-arp
chem/54893416140ba083378b4567.
142 Cited from Directorate-General of Research and Inno
vation (European Commission) 2016, p. 63.
143 http://www.sogang.ac.kr/newsletter/news2011_
eng_1/news12.html, cited from European Commission
(ed.): Artificial Photosynthesis: Potential and Reality,
2016, p. 63.
144 http://www.k-cap.or.kr/eng/info/index.html?sidx=1.
145 http://carbon.xprize.org/.

139 https://ec.europa.eu/research/eic/index.cfm?pg=priz
es_sunfuel.

146 http://mfa.gov.il/MFA/InnovativeIsrael/GreenIsrael/
Pages/2015-prize-for-innovation-in-alternative-fu
els-for-transportation.aspx.

140 https://www.solar-fuels.org/about-sofi/our-mission/.

147 Faunce et al. 2013.
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Example of coordination and visibility: Joint Centre for Artificial Photosynthesis
The Joint Centre for Artificial Photosynthesis was set up in 2010 by the US Department of
Energy as an "Innovation Hub". Located at Caltech and with the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory as a further main location, JCAP has some 150 scientists and engineers working
together.
The mission statement of funding phase I (2010 to 2015, US$122 million) is: "To demonstrate a scalable, manufacturable solar-fuels generator using Earth-abundant elements, that,
with no wires, robustly produces fuel from the sun ten times more efficiently than (current)
crops."148 The focus at this point was on water splitting.149 The following advances were listed
on completion of this funding phase:150
• development of a high-throughput system for preparing and investigating light absorbers
and electrocatalysts,
• development of new mechanisms and materials for electrocatalytic water splitting and
• development of completely integrated test systems for new components of a "Solar Fuels Generator".
JCAP is considered internationally to be a good example of coordination and visibility. However, it also became clear after an initial funding phase that the assessment of the economic
competitiveness of the products of artificial photosynthesis had initially been too positive and
that in future still greater emphasis would have to be placed on industrial implementation.
JCAP funding was extended in 2015 (funding phase II, US$75 million). The Mission Statement
is now: "to create the scientific foundation for a scalable technology that converts carbon dioxide, water, and sunlight into renewable transportation fuels"151. The focus is now thus on CO2
reduction (effective and selective) in high energy density fuels.152 The main objectives for research and development are stated to be: electrocatalysis, photocatalysis and light harvesting,
materials integration and modelling.153
A programme for industrial partners was set up with participants including Panasonic, Toyota,
Honda, Sempra Energy Southern California Gas Company and BASF. JCAP was presented to
(potential) industrial partners at an "Industry Day".

148149150151152153

148 http://science.energy.gov/bes/research/doe-energy-innovation-hubs/.
149 Ager et al. 2015.
150 http://science.energy.gov/~/media/bes/pdf/hubs/JCAP_Renewal_Overview.pdf.
151 http://solarfuelshub.org/jcap-mission/.
152 White et al. 2015.
153 http://solarfuelshub.org/thrusts.
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3.2 Challenges from the viewpoint
of industry experts
In some cases, industrial partners are also
participating in the work of the research
groups and consortia outlined in this po
sition paper. Although the approaches de
scribed are generally at a very early stage
of commercial development, some con
crete potential applications are already
taking shape in relation to sub-process
es of artificial photosynthesis. Experts in
energy, chemistry and plant engineering
were consulted for this position paper (see
"Participants in the project" at the end of
the position paper). Their opinions about
the stated topics are summarised below
and although they cannot provide a full
picture of the range of opinions they do
indicate the significant challenges.
Artificial photosynthesis as a concept
The term "artificial photosynthesis" is in
terpreted broadly by the surveyed experts
(see also section 1.4) and not limited to
specific processes (chemical, biological
or physical) and products (fuels, sugars
etc.). They, like the present position pa
per, understand artificial photosynthesis
to be the conversion of CO2, H2O and so
lar energy into higher energy molecules or
substances. Industry representatives are
working on the assumption that it will be
possible within ten to twenty years to con
vert CO2 directly into motor fuels, chemi
cal primary materials and electricity with
the assistance of sunlight.
The respondents pointed out that
the term artificial photosynthesis has no
uniform and unambiguous definition in
the worlds of science, business and pol
itics and among the general public. The
respondents were unanimous in think
ing, however, that achieving a clear un
derstanding is important to the ongoing
debate and to coordinated research and
development in this field.

The industry experts emphasised
the role artificial photosynthesis can play
in completing carbon cycles, for instance
in the context of a strategy for storing and
utilising CO2.154
Germany's specific strengths and weaknesses in research and development
Germany has a strong tradition of ca
talysis research (including industrial
application) and with its many major
players has great potential for sustain
able chemical processes. Programmes
such as Horizon 2020 and some BMBF
funding initiatives create a favoura
ble environment for basic research.
The respondents were unanimous that
good progress had also been made in sup
porting technologies for artificial photo
synthesis such as CO2 storage technolo
gies and plant engineering.
Weaknesses were considered to
be a lack of coordination between artifi
cial photosynthesis projects in Germany
("patchwork approach") and more gen
erally in the transfer of research findings
into industrial practice. In particular,
there was criticism of systems integra
tion: small and medium-sized businesses,
start-ups and engineering practices were
somewhat under-represented in public
calls for proposals (also Kopernikus Pro
jects) in comparison with major corporate
players.
Limitations on the practical application and
commercial use of approaches to artificial
photosynthesis
Obstacles to successful implementation
which were mentioned were shortcom
ings in the scalability of the approaches,
specifically with regard to electrochemis
try (electrolysers) and bioreactors. Such
obstacles were a particular issue for scal
ing up to a large industrial scale. The areas
required for "light harvesting" were a par
ticular challenge for centralised solutions.
154 Extavour/Bunje 2016.
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The issue of the origin of the hydrogen was
considered a key factor for large scale in
dustrial systems. Many relevant technolo
gies (for example algal biotechnology) are
already in existence but their economic
viability on a large industrial scale is not
yet guaranteed.
In the opinion of the industry rep
resentatives, efficient cooperation was
key to bringing together the "photo" and
"synthesis" components of artificial pho
tosynthesis. Furthermore, it was impor
tant to seek out synergies (links) with
existing technologies, also with a view to
short-term value creation as an incentive
to commit to this field. While pure pho
tovoltaics and electrolysis systems do in
deed compete with one another, integra
tion and further development in the form
of artificial photosynthesis was thought
to offer potential for added value.
The experts were wondering which
niches (markets, technologies) might open
the "door" to artificial photosynthesis, for
instance via the distributed production of
high-value products. It was also pointed out
that it must be borne in mind that growth
in the technologies under discussion is tak
ing place outside Europe and therefore new
markets will also be outside Europe.
Potential for innovation and technical challenges over time
Despite the speculative nature of taking a
longer term view of economic aspects and
cost estimates, the interviewees agreed to
look ahead to 2020, 2035 and 2050. The
respondents expect pilot plants for ini
tial examples of material utilisation to be
in operation by 2020. They then expect
electrochemical conversions relating to
artificial photosynthesis to be capable of
producing "valuable" products via inter
mediates such as ethylene in industrial
plants. They estimate, however, that cata
lytic efficiency and systems integration of
the electrochemical conversions will still
not be fully mature by then.

Industry representatives predict
that new materials and catalysts will have
been transferred into economically viable
systems by 2035. They expect that the first
niches in speciality chemicals will have
been filled internationally and on a rela
tively large scale and that electrochemical
conversions will be becoming increasingly
significant in the chemicals industry with
the first plants for fuels and bulk chemi
cals.

3.3 Social aspects – ethics and
communication
Technical innovations have social conse
quences which include an economic im
pact on business, government and con
sumers, shifts in the geographic and social
distribution of opportunities and risks and
changes to the living environment of citi
zens. This is also true of the transition from
an energy supply and chemicals industry
based on fossil fuels and natural resources
to one based on artificial photosynthesis.
While artificial photosynthesis does indeed
create new areas of work, in contrast with
traditional coal mining these to a great ex
tent involve decentralised deployment of
appropriately skilled staff for installing and
operating the systems, in a similar way to
the new jobs created in wind and solar en
ergy use. It is uncertain whether artificial
photosynthesis equipment and systems
will become a major German export or
whether this technology offers particular
opportunities for production sites outside
Europe. If current demand for fossil fuels
were to be completely replaced by operat
ing artificial photosynthesis systems within
Germany, the area of land required would
be considerable (some 10 per cent of na
tional territory). The landscape would be
changed or spoilt not just in isolated areas
but at many locations, and aspects of na
ture and animal conservation would have
to be weighed up, in a similar way to the
corresponding issues surrounding largescale photovoltaic systems. On the other
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hand, operating such systems in the sun
ny Mediterranean countries of the Euro
pean Union could be of economic benefit
to those countries subject to appropriate
infrastructure support, skills levels of the
local labour force and the selected organ
isational and economic structures. Scenar
ios for the distributed use of artificial pho
tosynthesis can be achieved by integration
into existing or new building complexes in
conjunction with an appropriate reorien
tation of construction, safety and architec
tural practices.
The impacts outlined here will give
rise to processes of social adaptation. Re
search and innovation policy and shaping
technology and adaptation processes in
a socially acceptable way are tasks which
will demand cooperation between poli
tics, business, science, civil society and
the public.
3.3.1 Ethical issues around technology assessment and technological futures
In addition to fundamental political and
economic policy decisions, there are also
ethical issues, for instance about duties to
do or desist from doing something. Some
of these issues relate to possible answers
for which there are no clear normative
grounds and where conflict is instead in
evitable. It is a question here of how in
dividuals or groups would like to live now
and in future. The struggle around such
positions is primarily a matter for civil
society and must ultimately be negotiated
politically. The first part of ethical reflec
tion and discourse explores the parties'
respective understanding of justice, duty,
necessity and generally applicable factors
in a particular situation, while the sec
ond part explores concepts of a good life,
personal or communitarian aims and at
titudes to life. Ethics clearly functions nei
ther as a simple way of gaining acceptance
nor as a radical strengthening of protest.
Both come about by attaching moral val
ue to ethical and political conflict. Using
the outlined criteria and issues, ethics at

tempts in virtually any situation of conflict
initially to step back from attaching moral
values and where necessary to offer nor
mative guidance only once this process of
reflection is complete.
Environmental ethics, which is the
correct forum for artificial photosynthe
sis, reflects principles, aims, consequenc
es and responsibilities for human rela
tions with non-human nature and issues
of resource management. The opportu
nities and risks of the particular techno
logical strategy for implementing artificial
photosynthesis over its entire life cycle
from development via implementation on
an industrial scale to maintenance of the
respective infrastructure and its environ
mentally and socially responsible dispos
al must be considered in their objective,
temporal and social dimensions. Environ
mental ethics must take account not only
of the ethical criteria sustainability, biodi
versity, connectedness (interrelatedness)
and resilience of ecosystems, but also of
participants (above all humans) and rec
ognises that all these criteria are in them
selves highly contentious.155
It rapidly becomes apparent that
a full examination of these risks will
firstly entail asking ethical questions of
a fair-minded person, for instance as to
whether investigation of specific or indeed
all kinds of artificial photosynthesis using
taxpayers' money can be justified from the
standpoint of a fair-minded person. Pub
lic money is inevitably limited, even in the
protected field of basic research which is
correctly greatly appreciated in Germa
ny. In the event of competition for scarce
funds, a research project must demon
strate why it is capable, as basic research,
of adding significantly to knowledge or,
as translational or applied research, of
creating "added value". At the level of a
fair-minded person, those research pro
jects which are capable of demonstrat
155 Ott et al. 2016.
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Artificial photosynthesis, global climate change
and the costs of reducing CO2 emissions
Ethical considerations can be used as the basis for evaluating the investigation and development of artificial photosynthesis in connection with the urgent issues of global climate
change. By sustainably producing non-fossil fuels and valuable products, artificial photosynthesis can assist in minimising CO2 emissions which, in conjunction with other factors, are
leading to global climate change. From the standpoint of sustainability, it would appear to
be obvious that such an expectation should take on an ethically justifiable political significance.
It must, however, be borne in mind that new technological developments for the timely and
ultimately complete avoidance of CO2 emissions entail an additional burden in the form of
costs. This applies in particular to the storage of renewable energy sources, including the
option(s) of artificial photosynthesis, which are indispensable in this connection. The development of a "miracle" technology for producing non-fossil fuels which might by itself be capable of outcompeting fossil energy carriers thanks to low production and distribution costs
is not to be expected. Reducing CO2 emissions in timely fashion will therefore continue to be
associated also in future with a significant (financial) burden. The fact that, from a long-term
global perspective, reducing (mitigating) climate gas emissions is also macro-economically
an inexpensive solution does not solve the problem. Mitigation measures are financed and
carried out at a local or national level but the corresponding returns cannot be expected to
occur at the same level. This reveals the core problem of environmental or climate ethics and
justice: how to distribute the burden of achieving a sufficient and timely (local) reduction in
climate gas emissions in order to minimise global climate change while holding in tension the
complex and conflicting demands of justice (between regions/nations, population groups and
generations) and of pragmatically (technologically, politically and economically) appropriate
implementation.
It would be extremely difficult to adequately justify funding and implementing appropriate
measures at the national level and beyond without taking account of the "moral imperative"
of global climate issues. At present, a particularly important role and a very high level of responsibility have fallen to Germany. This is because the expansion of wind and solar energy in
Germany is a development which has drawn much attention internationally and is considered
to demonstrate that a prosperous economy need not be inconsistent with a responsible energy policy. If the Federal Republic of Germany, with its current great economic and technological strengths, were unable to get further steps for avoiding any net CO2 emissions in the
second half of this century under way in good time, this could have extremely negative consequences for the general implementation of the Paris Agreement (see section 1). Because
it serves as a model, the international significance of Germany's energy and environmental
policy is much greater than might be expected on the basis of its percentage contribution to
global CO2 emissions.
It must, however, be borne in mind that the global ethical responsibility for the environment
and climate relates in general to a reduction in CO2 emissions in Germany, but not to a specific
technology. It still remains to be proven that artificial photosynthesis can make a substantial
or even indispensable contribution in this connection. Such proof must be provided on the
basis of a comparative assessment of the alternative technical solutions.
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ing that they are in line with the opin
ion accepted among scientists and many
politicians that CO2 emissions should be
reduced and a substantial alternative to
non-renewable energy sources be provid
ed would appear prima facie to be justi
fied as ethical or even classed as requiring
funding.
The demand for such research to
be funded becomes all the more urgent,
the sooner a concept or "technological fu
ture"156 would appear to be implementa
ble under discernibly realistic conditions.
This is not in any way intended to provide
an ethical basis for denying funding to
those visions which cannot achieve this.
In the light of the world's urgent environ
mental problems, however, those which
do meet the stated criteria do have an eth
ical claim to priority.
3.3.2 Communication and participation
The way in which people interpret and
lead their lives provides the motivation
and resources for keeping a society vi
brant. In the long term, it will ultimately
not be possible to establish certain tech
nical developments without taking the af
fected population with you. One approach,
over and above different forms of partici
pation, to countering legal and ethical or
political inconsistencies in an ethically re
sponsible manner has proven expedient:
those institutions and organisations which
are able to rely on established institution
al credibility when developing a possibly
critical research and innovation strategy
tend to be more trusted than those which
only attempt to create the impression that
it had always been their intention to take
such steps once a scandal has occurred. If
institutional trust has been established in
advance, it can even be strengthened by
successful crisis management, providing
the institution's actions are perceived ex
ternally to be plausible.

156 acatech 2012b.

An ethical foundation for emerging
technologies, in this case artificial photo
synthesis, will thus have to pay careful at
tention to all three factors — opportunity
to participate and transparency of pub
lic debate, consideration of intrinsically
highly complex ethical criteria and an
ticipatory institutional trust — if its aim,
when put into practice, is "Responsible
Research and Innovation".157
Basic research into artificial photo
synthesis requires government funding.
Society can expect scientists to justify to
politicians and the general public why
this particular funding makes sense and
is needed and to be entirely transparent
with regard to the goals of and approach
es to the research and its successes and
failures. It is therefore appropriate for
scientists to participate in public commu
nication about the research into artificial
photosynthesis and its industrial imple
mentation. This participation must take
account of the information needs of the
political public sphere and must go be
yond merely popularising the research in
question. Instead, communication must
present the relevance of projects and re
sults in relation to the challenge facing so
ciety of moving away from the use of fos
sil energy, the implications for research
funding and the implementation of tech
nical solutions.
Public debate can be viewed as a
kind of technology assessment which,
while not replacing a professional anal
ysis of technological impact, is capable
of adding numerous new perspectives.
If scientists are to participate in public
communication about artificial photosyn
thesis, there is a consequent need to take
on board the concerns, requirements and
criticism from society, to engage in dia
logue and take these factors into account
in the development of the technology.
Since industry will also be significantly in
157 acatech 2016.
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Suitable science communication
Scientific communication is facing numerous challenges which occur in different forms in
various fields of new technology. For example, the metaphor underlying the term "artificial
photosynthesis" is not necessarily intuitively comprehensible to laypeople. What is instead
required is an explanation that the term is a metaphor for a repertoire of various technologies which mimic the function of biological photosynthesis, namely the conversion of water
and CO2 from the atmosphere by sunlight into higher chemical energy substances, but that
this function proceeds quite differently from how it proceeds in plants. Details of projects
measured against the goal of replacing fossil resources can be misleading if, for example, for
a transitional phase, pilot plants make use of CO2 originating from the combustion of fossil
resources as a source material. This ought to be addressed and justified. Setting research in
its social context is vital for assessing its significance (and how deserving it is of funding), so it
must be carried out just as carefully and meeting the same requirements for correctness and
accuracy as the explanation of the scientific findings and background.
Science communication must also resist attempts to put a strategic spin on communication, whether for selfish or unselfish reasons. Examples which may be mentioned are exaggerating research successes and the imminence of application ("hyping"), a one-sided
focus on advantages or skating over uncertainties regarding the resolvability of scientific
or technical problems or the time horizon within which industrial applications of artificial
photosynthesis can be put to practical use. It is vital here to stick closely to the criteria of
responsible public science communication as set out in the common recommendations by
the Academies158.

volved in the development and implemen
tation of artificial photosynthesis, there is
a corresponding social expectation also to
participate in the public debate. 158
If the public is to be able to arrive at
a rational opinion about artificial photo
synthesis and its possible role in the pro
duction of energy carriers and chemical
products, it must have access to compre
hensible, relevant and correct information
– this is the public's primary expectation
of science. In turn, many opportunities
are today open to scientists and institu
tions to communicate their messages and
engage in public dialogue.159

158 acatech et al. 2017.
159 acatech et al. 2017 on the opportunities and challenges
of science communication, in particular of social
media.

3.4 Summary
Many and varied activities relating to ar
tificial photosynthesis are currently under
way internationally. Germany's research
activities, even when compared with the
rest of Europe and of the world, are both
highly varied and very visible. Industrial
partners are also involved in some cases.
Concrete potential applications are taking
shape with regard to sub-processes of ar
tificial photosynthesis.
Technology assessment, a debate of
ethical aspects and public involvement in
the development of this new technology
are already important, even at this early
stage of technological development, so
that the challenges and opportunities of
artificial photosynthesis can be clarified
and debated.

Recommendations

4. Recommendations

Artificial photosynthesis is a process which
draws on the basic concepts of biological
photosynthesis but without endeavouring
to mimic it in detail. The resulting fuels and
valuable products could in future assist in
replacing fossil fuels and resources. Assum
ing that it can be successfully implemented
on a large industrial scale and realized eco
nomically viably, artificial photosynthesis
could significantly improve the industrial
CO2 balance and so contribute to the ener
gy transition and climate protection.

•

•
The last two decades in particular
have seen considerable progress being
made in the investigation of the scientific
principles: the central processes of biolog
ical photosynthesis are today well inves
tigated and understood. This knowledge
has already been put to successful use in
the development of pilot systems for arti
ficial photosynthesis in which in particu
lar sub-reactions of the overall process
have been optimised.
This position paper focuses on arti
ficial photosynthesis and attention is also
paid to avenues of research and develop
ment which also involve the solar produc
tion of non-fossil fuels and valuable prod
ucts on the basis of the above-stated key
reactions. The following concepts have
been addressed:
•

Modified biological photosynthesis: This has the aim of directly
producing fuels and valuable products
by genetically engineered photosyn
thetic microorganisms, the particular
strength of this approach being the
production of complex valuable pro
ducts. This technology concept differs

•

fundamentally from the long-estab
lished production of biofuels or biopo
lymers from biomass, for example
from maize and other energy crops.
Combining biological and nonbiological components to create
hybrid systems: This makes use of
renewably generated electricity for the
electrolytic production of hydrogen
and carbon monoxide which are con
verted into fuels and valuable products
by microorganisms in bioreactors.
Power-to-X: This process uses re
newable electricity from the power
grid for the electrochemical synthesis
of fuels or valuable products such as
hydrogen, ethylene or, in multistage
processes, methane (natural gas), al
cohols or hydrocarbon-based plastics.
Artificial photosynthesis: This
combines the conversion of solar energy
with catalytic processes for producing
fuels and valuable products in com
pletely integrated systems, such as "ar
tificial leaves" or by directly combining
photovoltaic and electrolysis systems.

The focus of the analysis is specifically
on the non-biological production of fuels
and valuable products by artificial photo
synthesis and power-to-X technologies.
The production of biogas, bioalcohol and
biodiesel from biomass, which has long
been well established, has already been
addressed in depth in earlier studies160
and is currently the subject of a Working
Group in the Academies' Project "Energy
Systems of the Future".161
160 acatech 2012a, German National Academy of Sciences
Leopoldina 2013.
161 https://energiesysteme-zukunft.de/projekt/arbeits
gruppen/.
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On the basis of the present study,
which also outlines research activities and
discusses societal aspects, the Academies
make the following recommendations to
representatives from the worlds of politics,
business, science and to society as a whole.

Future scenarios for renewable
energy sources
Recommendation 1: The Academies
recommend attaching a greater weight
to new technologies for the sustainable
production of fuels and valuable products
using renewable energy sources, in particular solar energy, in future scenarios.
Meeting the goals for minimising CO2
emissions set out in the Paris Agreement
and in the Federal Government's Climate
Action Plan 2050 will mean endeavour
ing to completely or at least largely stop
using fossil fuels and resources by 2050.
Replacing fossil resources with sustaina
ble, non-fossil fuels and valuable products
could make a major contribution. More
over, long-term storage of large quantities
of fluctuating solar energy in the form of
non-fossil fuels (material energy storage)
is a strategic option for substantially en
hancing security of supply. The pathways
to the future and guiding principles set
out in the Climate Action Plan, however,
take inadequate account of the solar pro
duction of fuels and valuable products
from water and CO2:
•

At present, power generation by wind
turbines and photovoltaics in Germa
ny covers 4 per cent of primary ener
gy consumption, which includes the
power, heat and mobility sectors. Cov
ering primary energy requirements cli
mate-neutrally will primarily require
a major expansion of wind power and
solar energy use since other renewable
energy sources such as biomass or hy
droelectric power are available only in
much smaller quantities. Huge gener
ating capacity is required if Germany

•

•

wishes to completely or at least largely
stop using fossil fuels and resources.
Use of wind power and in particular so
lar energy must be multiplied by a fac
tor of 5 to 7 over current levels.162 The
marked fluctuations in wind and solar
energy are a central problem, howev
er, since a sustainable energy system
of the future must also be able to guar
antee security of supply over a number
of windless and sunless days and de
spite seasonal variations. This also in
cludes supplying electric vehicles with
CO2-neutral, renewable electricity from
the power grid. Using wind and in par
ticular solar energy to produce non-fos
sil fuels and valuable products is asso
ciated with the immediate storage of
energy in material form and on a large
scale, up to long-term stockpiling on a
national level, can accordingly make a
substantial contribution to the solution.
Furthermore, the extent to which elec
tromobility will be capable of generally
replacing fossil fuels (transport or mo
tor fuels) in the transport sector (air
transport, international shipping) can
not as yet be predicted. The production
of non-fossil liquid or gaseous fuels
from renewable energy sources could
play a major part here.
The use of fossil energy carriers to pro
duce valuable chemicals (for example
plastics production based on oil or fer
tiliser manufacture from atmospheric
nitrogen) is associated with considera
ble CO2 emissions. Manufacturing such
products from air (CO2, nitrogen) and
water using renewable energy sources
can here make a distinct contribution
to sustainability.

The Climate Action Plan 2050's guiding
principles also include, at least looking
forward, electricity-based fuel production
and further applications of power-to-X
technologies (under the heading of com
bining sectors, combining the electricity
162 acatech et al. 2017, figure 9, p. 38.
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sector with the transport or heating sec
tor). However, the corresponding goals
and implementation scenarios are not de
scribed at all or only extremely cautiously
and vaguely. In order to plug major gaps
in the desired CO2-neutral energy supply
of the future, the Academies recommend
that policy makers at a national and inter
national level attach greater weight to the
sustainable production of fuels and valua
ble products in the guiding principles and
scenarios of future energy supply.

cesses is reaching its limits. Greater co
ordination and focusing of research and
development in Germany and addition
ally in a European context can accelerate
progress. It is recommended that exist
ing structures, institutions and support
schemes (for example Federal Ministry
collaborative research, excellence clus
ters, existing Federal and State research
centres) assume greater responsibility for
coordination and interdisciplinary pool
ing, for instance on the model of the Ko
pernikus Projects.

Technology-neutral basic research

It is clear that, in the medium and
long term, industrial research will become
of central significance. Since the techno
logical options are still unclear and the
social and legislative context for the largescale implementation of sustainable pro
duction of fuels and valuable substances
is yet to be clarified (and hence earnings
potential cannot be estimated), there is
unfortunately currently only little ongoing
industrial research in this field. Greater
involvement of industrial research in the
stated networks is advisable. In the short
term, it is vital to boost industrial research
by creating suitable conditions which pro
vide clear economic prospects for the pro
duction of non-fossil fuels.

Recommendation 2: The Academies
welcome the wide-ranging basic research into the sustainable production
of fuels and valuable substances and
recommend that this be continued.
Research into the sustainable production of
fuels and valuable products is taking place
at various locations in Germany in numer
ous individual projects and research groups
including many different scientific disci
plines. Various challenges, all of which are
important to the field, are being researched,
these challenges including the investigation
of new light absorbers, catalyst develop
ment, synthetic biology, the use of CO2 to
produce plastics, the construction and con
trol of pilot plants or indeed the economic
modelling of sustainable materials cycles.
This wide variety makes sense and could
enable "game-changing" scientific and
technical innovations.

Coordination of research
and development work into solar
fuels and valuable products
Recommendation 3: The Academies re
commend stronger coordination of basic
research and suitable general conditions
for strengthening industrial research in
this field.
Given the size and complexity of the chal
lenges, fragmented research into sub-pro

Integrated artificial photosynthesis
systems
Recommendation 4: The Academies recommend a focus on systems integration and evaluation of the cost benefits
of highly integrated artificial photosynthesis systems.
Artificial photosynthesis and power-to-X
are related technologies for the non-bio
logical production of fuels and valuable
products from water and air components
(CO2 and nitrogen) using renewable ener
gy sources. The many and varied sub-pro
cesses for obtaining the desired products
are largely the same. By decoding under
lying fundamental processes, research
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and development work here creates a
common foundation for new technologi
cal developments. In addition to the com
mon features, however, there are clear
differences with regard to involvement in
national and international energy trans
port systems and the time horizon for
technological implementation (short term
for power-to-X and long term for artificial
photosynthesis).
Power-to-X technologies use elec
tricity from the power grid as an energy
source and are more advanced in terms
of technological implementation than ar
tificial photosynthesis. For some impor
tant power-to-X products, scenarios for
large-scale integration into future energy
systems could already be developed and
compared, in particular for electrolytic
hydrogen production or the production of
methane (replacing natural gas) from hy
drogen and CO2.
Artificial photosynthesis techno
logies integrate solar energy conversion
with the production of fuels and valuable
products in one device or system. Avoid
ing the "detour" via the power grid and
new technological concepts for seamlessly
integrating solar collectors and fuel pro
duction in one device or a compact facility
have potential efficiency and cost benefits.
Many individual components for artificial
photosynthesis, some of which already
perform very well, are now known and
have been thoroughly investigated on a
laboratory scale. Nevertheless, research
and development is currently still at a
comparatively early stage, in particular
with regard to combining and integrating
the various key processes in an industri
al system. It is therefore firstly important
to investigate new methods for combin
ing solar energy conversion and product
synthesis. Secondly, if it is to be possible
to assess the actual potential of artificial
photosynthesis for industrial applica
tions, pilot plants must be constructed.
This is the only way that central, currently

as yet largely unresolved, issues, for ex
ample relating to scalability, efficiency or
long-term stability of the components in
actual plant operation, can be addressed
and, not least, can a better estimate be
made of the cost benefits of producing
fuels and valuable products by means of
artificial photosynthesis.
For power-to-X technologies, the
Academies recommend that further de
velopment efforts ranging from funda
mental research via scalable pilot plants
to large-scale industrial implementation
be continued and intensified.
For artificial photosynthesis, the
Academies recommend that around a
decade of intensive research and deve
lopment work be carried out which, in
addition to creating integrated laborato
ry systems, will also include pilot plants.
Once this evaluation phase is complete,
it will be possible to make a well-founded
assessment as to how tasks might advan
tageously be divided between power-to-X
and artificial photosynthesis.

Technological and economic
evaluation
Recommendation 5: The Academies recommend an evaluation of the techno
logical and economic options for the 
sustainable production of fuels and
valuable substances.
Remodelling the energy and natural re
source system is a multidisciplinary task
which demands solutions not only to sci
entific and technical problems, but also to
economic, ethical and social issues. There
is at present hardly any coordinated sci
entific debate between the scientific dis
ciplines involved but such debate would
be extremely useful for evaluating the
feasibility of new concepts for the sus
tainable production of fuels and valuable
substances. This therefore demands over
arching collaboration in particular be

Recommendations

tween representatives of the sciences, en
gineering, economics and social sciences
as well as industrial research. In this way,
it will be possible to subject the theoret
ically huge potential of the solar produc
tion of fuels and valuable substances to a
reality test on issues such as scalability,
energy efficiency, process engineering and
plant costs. Artificial photosynthesis is an
attractive but by no means the only way
to cut the CO2 emissions of Germany's
or Europe's energy and natural resource
systems. Such a debate should therefore
demonstrate clear advantages over oth
er approaches before artificial photosyn
thesis processes are further developed
for large-scale industrial application. In
the light of the high level of international
competition and the very high bar which
has been set for the goals, the assessment
must however be carried out prudently
and with an appropriate willingness to
take risks, so that highly promising ave
nues of research and development are not
brought to a premature end.

Dialogue with society
Recommendation 6: The Academies
recommend carrying out a wide-ranging
social dialogue about artificial photosynthesis in the context of the energy
transition.
Society should be made aware of the major
challenge involved in producing renewa
ble fuels and valuable products and thus
of the contribution artificial photosynthe
sis and similar technology concepts might
make. Since the methods for producing
solar fuels and valuable products are still
at an early stage, it is important to have an
objective, unprejudiced discussion of op
portunities and risks which also includes
aspects such as security of supply, avail
ability of natural resources and social ac
ceptance of these new technologies.
In so doing, it is necessary not only
to communicate the scientific principles

and current research results relating to ar
tificial photosynthesis, but also to clarify
the opportunities and challenges involved
in this field of research and in individual
projects in terms of a sustainable supply
of energy carriers and valuable products.
Information and dialogue are cen
tral to communicating science. Infor
mation provided through the media can
make the public aware of the topic and
clarify the social significance of artificial
photosynthesis. It is therefore essential
for scientists and institutions not only to
establish contact with journalists and car
ry out conventional public relations work
(including social media), but also to make
contact with civil society organisations.
Involving the public in technical
developments from an early stage re
quires a social dialogue which includes
the positions and evaluations of individ
ual stakeholders, including those outside
science and business, in order to identify
critical issues and conditions determining
acceptability at an early stage. The Aca
demies can provide significant assistance
with this social dialogue by organising rel
evant forums for discussion.
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